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Introducing PAL: A New
Level of SCBWI Membership

A Special SCBWI
Member Offer from
Publishers Weekly
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These rules apply for members who
have a book under contract as well as
members whose book has already been
published.
Qualifications for Associate Membership will remain the same, and as
always, if an Associate Member makes
a sale before his/her membership is
due, the change to PAL can be made by
calling the SCBWI office. As for new or
renewing members, they
will have an opportunity to update their
membership when they
receive their renewal notice.—SM

s an SCBWI member you are invited
to take advantage of this special offer from Publishers Weekly; purchase PW’s
Spring 2009 and Fall 2009 Children’s Announcement issues for only $20, including shipping.
You can order these issues by calling Publishers Weekly’s toll-free number,
(800) 278-2991, and mentioning codes
PWYFEB1609 and PWYJUL2009. This offer
expires on 12/31/2008. The Spring and
Fall Announcement issues will be dated
2/16/09 and 7/20/09 respectively.
If you are a subscriber to Publishers
Weekly these issues will be included as
part of your subscription. This offer is valid for delivery to domestic U.S. only.—SM

Random House UK Asks
YA Writers to Behave

I

Cathy Andrews Hinman

AL membership, which stands for
“Published and Listed,” will exist
alongside Full and Associate Membership and help to further distinguish
among SCBWI’s authors and illustrators.
PAL Members will be those who have
published or have a contract with a
traditional publisher. The approved list
of publishers for people qualifying for
PAL will be established by merging our
SCBWI Market Survey, Magazine Survey,
Small Press Survey, Educational Market
Survey, Religious Publishers and
International Publishers Survey. For
applicants who are produced in a
medium other than print, we will
use the approved list from the Writers
Guild of America, and add legitimate
non-guild production companies on a
case-by-case basis.
When a new author or illustrator,
whose publisher does not appear on
either of these lists, joins SCBWI, they
cannot become PAL Members, but
they may still become Full Members. The same applies for authors
published in a field other than
children’s books.
Additionally, there will be
a PAL Appeals Committee to
whom anyone denied a PAL
Membership can appeal.
If the committee, after
vetting the publisher,
decides it is a legitimate
claim, then the publisher will be added to
our PAL list for future
applicants.

n late August, there was some blog-talk
about a mysterious “morality clause”
popping up in certain Random House
UK contracts. Apparently, the publisher
is now reserving the right to take back
the advances of its naughty authors and
even, if need be, cancel their book deals.
The following clause, The Guardian’s
Book’s Blog reports, will do the trick: “If
you act or behave in a way which damages your reputation as a person suitable
to work with or be associated with children, and consequently the market for or
value of the work is seriously diminished,
and we may (at our option) take any of
the following actions: Delay publication
/ Renegotiate advance / Terminate the
agreement.” —SW

2008 SCBWI Work-in-Progress Grants Announced
early 400 entries were received for
the year’s Work-in-Progress Grants.
Winning grants are for $1,500. Runnerup grants are for $500. Our thanks to
the judges, our coordinator Sue Burgess,
and the first readers, Nancy Antle, Vicki
Berger Erwin, Virginia Frances Schwartz,
and Karen Cushman. Congratulations to
the winners.

General Fiction
Judges: Frank Sloan (author, SCBWI
Board of Advisors), Victoria Rock (Chronicle
Books), Darcy Pattison (author).
Tiffany Trent of Radford, Virginia, was
this year’s winner. Her novel, The Fossil
Raiders, a fantasy set in Victorian London,
follows 16-year-old Syms Covington and
his hopes of joining Charles Darwin on
board the HMS Beagle.
Tamara Ellis Smith of Richmond,
Vermont, was selected as runner-up. Her
middle grade novel, A Marble Looks like
Home, is set in New Orleans, Louisiana,
during Hurricane Katrina and in Underhill, Vermont, where a boy grieves over
the recent death of his best friend.

Contemporary Novel
Judges: Walter Dean Myers (author,
SCBWI Board of Advisors), Donna Bray (Hyperion Books), Richard W. Jennings (author).
This year’s winner is Natalie Rompella
of Elgin, Illinois. Her novel, No More
White Bears, is about 12-year-old Ana, a
sixth grader with an obsessive-compulsive disorder, who is uprooted from her
suburban Chicago home when her family
moves to Alaska.  
Runner-up went to Tara Nickerson of
Cotuit, Massachusetts, whose novel,
Mercury in Retrograde, concerns headstrong Jeep who is struggling to deal
with her parents’ dissolving marriage,
her best friend’s problems with her older
brother, and the most popular girl in the
seventh grade.

Nonfiction Research
Judges: James Cross Giblin (author,
SCBWI Board of Advisors), Reka Simonsen
(Henry Holt), Mel Boring (author).
Mary Cronk Farrell of Spokane, Wash-

ington, is this year’s winner. Her project,
Angel on the Picket Line, is a biography
of labor organizer Fannie Sellins, who
rose from garment industry worker to
organizer for the United Mine Workers
of America.
Runner-up, Linda A. Odum of Concord,
New Hampshire, is recognized for The History Kitchen, a nonfiction book for children
eight to twelve that tells the story behind
kids’ favorite foods, linking each to events
in world and United States history.

Unpublished Writer
Judges: Melissa Stewart (SCBWI Board
of Advisors), Catherine Frank (Viking Press),
Julie Anne Peters (author).
Stephanie Bearce of St. Charles, Missouri, was chosen as this year’s winner
for her book, Maddie’s Miracle, which
explores 11-year-old Maddie Sommers’
discovery that her mother has not been
entirely truthful about her birth name,
nor the whereabouts of family members.
Sally An Apokedak of Marietta,
Georgia, was chosen as runner-up for The
Kisses of the Enemy, a YA fantasy about
16-year-old Repentance Atwater, a low-

Jason Paulhamus

N

born slave who discovers she has the
mark of royalty.
The SCBWI also acknowledges these
entrants in the WIP competition with Letters of Merit:
» Lydia Bobro Allen, Chagrin Falls, OH
(General)
» Swati Avasthi, Minneapolis, MN
(Unpublished Writer)
» Michele Barker, East Longmeadow, MA
(General)
» Barrie Bartlett, Seattle, WA (Nonfiction
Research)
» Molly Blaisdell, Woodinville, WA
(Contemporary Novel)
» Bill Cairns, Ottawa, IL (General)
» Kirsten Cappy, Portland, ME
(Unpublished Writer)
» Michele Ivy Davis, Palm Harbor, FL
(General)
» Pamela M. Ehrenberg, Washington, DC
(General)
» April J. Gaff, Cedar Falls, IA (Nonfiction
Research)
» Amy Hansen, Greenbelt, MD
(Nonfiction Research)
» Valerie Battle Kienzle, St. Charles, MO
(Nonfiction Research)
» Jennifer Kramer, Marietta, CA
(Nonfiction Research)
» Robert Dale Kuntz, Parma, OH (General)
» Andrea McAfee, El Sobrante, CA
(Contemporary Novel)
» Carmela Martino, Naperville, IL
(Nonfiction Research)
» Sharon Mentyka, Seattle, WA
(Contemporary Novel)
» Barbara Rosenstock, Vernon Hills, IL
(Nonfiction Research)
» Jan Sherbin, Cincinnati, OH
(Unpubished Writer)
» Sarah Tomp, San Diego, CA
(Contemporary Novel)
» Lucia Zimmitti, South Glastonbury, CT
(Contemporary Novel)
Applications for the 2009 grants are available by sending an SASE to the SCBWI office, by checking the grants section on the
SCBWI website, or by emailing scbwi@
scbwi.org. Everyone in the SCBWI, except
for past winners, is eligible to apply. —AH
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SCBWI Tribute Fund
Donations to the tribute fund in
September & October, 2008:
» A donation from Kathy Urban
in memory of Sue Tasker was
made to the Pleasanton Library in
Pleasanton, California.
» The California Writers Club TriValley Branch has honored the
memory of Sue Tasker, founding
president of the CWC TriValley Branch, with a gift to the
Pleasanton Library.
» Ruth Spiro has generously
donated in honor of Kristen
Haight, Florence Nightingale in
a Bikini, to The New York Public
Library.
» A gift from Ellen Howard in
memory of Sue Alexander.
» Esther and Alex Cervantes have
donated in memory of Sue
Alexander, a wonderful woman
and talented writer and teacher.
» And finally, thanks are due to
Judy and Steven Miller, who made
a gift in memory of their aunt,
Sue Alexander.

About the Tribute Fund
The SCBWI Tribute Fund commemorates members of the children’s
book community, their lives and
their work. Donations are made
“In Memory of…”, “In Honor of…”,
and “In Celebration of…” Funds
are used to purchase the current
Golden Kite Award books for the
hometown libraries of the honorees
or those designated by the donors.
An illustrated bookplate by Robert
Sabuda which names the honoree
will be placed in each book. Honorees and/or their families will be
notified of all donations. All contributions are tax-deductible. Would
you like to make a tribute? You may
download the SCBWI Tribute Fund
Form at www.scbwi.org/news_info.
asp, or call the SCBWI Executive
Office at (323) 782-1010 to receive a
copy by mail. —SW
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2008 Sue Alexander
Award Announced

T

he winner of the 2008 Sue Alexander Most Promising New Work
Award is Doug Marshall, author of Flung.
Mr. Marshall will receive an expense
paid trip to New York to pursue publication of his book. For the first time
this year, three runners-up were also
named:
» Sara Etienne, The Harbinger
» Ellen Reagan, Gifts of the Forgotten
Goddess
» Matthew Kirby, The Clockmaker’s
Grimoire
The Alexander Award is presented
annually to the most promising manuscript offered for critique at the SCBWI
Summer Conference. —SW

Time Is Running Out!
2008 Golden Kite Deadline:
December 15th
Deadline for Golden Kite submissions
for SCBWI members’ books published
in 2008 is December 15. In addition to
the Golden Kite statuette, winners and
the winning entries’ editors receive
cash awards in addition to extensive
publicity for the book. Check with your
publisher to insure that it sent four copies of the book to the SCBWI office, or
send four copies yourself and mark the
envelope “Golden Kite Award.” —SM

TD Canadian Literature
Award Finalists
Announced

F

inalists for the $20,000 TD Bank Canadian Children’s Literature Award
are: Carnation, Lily, Lily Rose: The Story of
a Painting by Hugh Brewster, Darkwing
by Kenneth Oppel, Elijah of Buxton by
Christopher Paul Curtis, Eye of the Crow:
The Boy Sherlock Holmes, His First Case
by Shane Peacock, and Please Louise by
Frieda Wishinsky. —SM

Dan Walsh

N E W S

Amber Brown Grant
Nominations Due
December 31st

E

ach year, the SCBWI accepts applications from schools around the
United States for a grant to help bring
an author or illustrator to a school
that might not otherwise have the
budget for such a visit. All members
are strongly encouraged to nominate
a school, and to spread the word to
teachers and principals in your area.
Visit the SCBWI website to download an
application. Information can be found  
in the “Awards and Grants” section of
the SCBWI website. Applications may
be submitted between November 1st
and December 31st. Send applications
to: SCBWI Amber Brown Grant, 8271
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

About the Amber Brown Fund & Grant
Paula Danziger was one of the most beloved figures in the world of children’s
books, a writer who was both a fearless
truth-teller and an uproariously funny
personality. The SCBWI established the
Amber Brown Fund & Grant to honor
Paula by helping schools bring authors
and illustrators to their classrooms.
Contributions to the fund can be
sent to the Amber Brown Fund/Museum
at the SCBWI Executive Office, 8271 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. —AH

Tina Kugler

2008 Children’s Book
Council Meeting

T

he 2008 Annual Meeting of the
Children’s Book Council was held
in the auditorium of the Asia Society in
Manhattan on September 24. Attended
by almost 200 publishing representatives,
the morning program began with a business session that included a report on
the Council’s healthy finances as of the
end of 2007. Other good news was that
both Simon & Schuster and Little, Brown
have renewed their membership and
that the Every Child a Reader program is
being reinstated. Next Jon Scieszka spoke
about his first year as the US Ambassador
for Young People’s Literature and what he
had been able to do in his appearances
to underline the importance of raising
children as readers.
The second portion of the program
offered the featured speaker Bill Tancer,
author of Click: What Millions of People Do
Online and Why It Matters. Calling himself

Thank You, Cheerios!

C

heerios Spoonfuls of Stories has
donated 500 children’s books each
to: The Saban Free Clinic (The LA Free
Clinic) and to the Children’s Hospital
Los Angeles. Cheerios spokesperson
Joyce Johannson says that “Cheerios is
making this donation for two reasons:
to let the SCBWI  know how much we
appreciate SCBWI’s support and guidance for our Cheerios Spoonfuls of Stories program, and to honor the contributions of children’s book authors and
illustrators to help bring joy to children
and families through wonderful stories
that make reading fun and inspire children to read the next book, and the next
book, and the next book.”
Thank you Cheerios on behalf of the
SCBWI and the hundreds and hundreds
of children who will benefit from your
generosity. —SM

a “data geek,” Tancer recalled why he
first came to the conclusion that the way
people search for information is more
important than the number of people
searching. He then told how his work led
to the launch of “The Science of Search”
on Time.com, where he reports on the
unexpected discoveries of his research.
For example, although retailers believe
girls start to think about buying a prom
dress in March, Tancer has learned that
advertising can prompt their interest as
early as January. Now, he says, publishers are being attracted to his work as a
source of helpful advice on what is the
best time to release a book. They are also
responding to his finding that the desire
to interact is a leading interest of readers
today and the reason for their increased
online social networking. A new angle, it
left the audience with much to mull over.
— Connie C. Epstein

University Programs
of Note

F

rom time to time, the SCBWI
receives information regarding ongoing university and college programs
focused specifically on writing and
illustrating for young readers. Here are
several programs that have contacted
us recently:
» The New School in New York City
annually offers programs for people
associated with publishing. For more
information on upcoming events call
(212) 229-5611.
» Independent Colleges, in Dublin,
Ireland, www.independentcolleges.ie/
offers program in writing and
illustrating for children.
» Spalding University in Louisville,
Kentucky, offers a brief-residency
Master of Fine Arts in Creative
Writing including a specialty in
children’s book writing, for a brochure
email mfa@spalding.edu or visit
www.spalding.edu/mfa. —SM

i n

memo r y

Remembering
Harriet May
Blatstein Savitz
by F e r i da Wolff

H

arriet May Blatstein Savitz of
Bradley Beach, New Jersey, died
of pancreatic cancer on July 20th
at Jersey Shore Medical Center in
Neptune, NJ. Ms. Savitz, a native of
East Orange, NJ, and a former resident
of Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania,
wrote books for young adults, middle
grade and later co-authored picture
books with Ferida Wolff. She also
wrote several books of essays and contributed 22 essays to the Chicken Soup
for the Soul series.
Ms. Savitz was a prolific writer, a
political activist, and an advocate for
the disabled. Her YA book Run, Don’t
Walk was made into an ABC Afterschool Special produced by Henry
Winkler; Fly, Wheels, Fly, was nominated for the Dorothy Canfield Fisher
Award, The Lionhearted was listed
as one of the most popular books
in The University of Iowa’s Books
for Young Adults. She received the
PSLA 1981 Outstanding Pennsylvania
Author Award and in celebration of
the International Year of Disabled
Persons, received recognition for her
nonfiction book Wheelchair Champions. She co-founded the Philadelphia
Children’s Reading Round Table. Ms.
Savitz’s children’s and young adult
books have been reissued by AuthorsGuild/iUniverse.
She is survived by daughter Beth
Laliberte and son Steven, a brother,
and four grandchildren.
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Blockbuster Plots; Workshop for Writers of Children’s and Young Adult
Fiction DVD by Martha Alderson (Illusion Press 2004)
By K ar e n Mc Wi lliam s
Where was Martha Alderson, the producer and star of Blockbuster Plots, when I
needed her?  It took me years of trial and
error to finally get a handle on writing fiction!  However, today I can’t for the life of
me explain in an articulate manner how
to plot a story, incorporate meaningful
themes, foreshadow coming events, and
establish motivated multilayered characters with strong conflicts and goals.  But
Alderson’s Blockbuster Plots DVD will show
you the nuts and bolts of writing good
middle-grade and YA novels!
For several years Alderson, who
lives in the San Francisco Bay area, has
taught University of California writing
workshops for adults, using her own
organized, easy-to-understand techniques.  She has compiled her lengthy
workshop lessons into a shorter version
that became Blockbuster Plots; Workshop for
Writers of Children’s and Young Adult Fiction

DVD.  Her ability and explanations are especially amazing because Martha struggled with severe dyslexia throughout her
childhood!  After years of speech therapy,
she not only overcame her speech and
reading problems, but attended college
and obtained degrees in psychology
and speech pathology.  After college she
opened a speech and language clinic for
special-ed children as well as conducted
writing workshops.  And in her “spare
time” she won prestigious literary contest
awards such as the Jack London Writing Contest and the William Faulkner
Creative Writing Competition. Currently
she is working on historical novels for
children and adults.   
Ms. Alderson illustrates her techniques on Blockbuster Plots; Workshop for
Writers of Children’s and Young Adult Fiction
DVD with the characters, motivation, and
conflicts from the 2005 Newbery Honor
Book, Al Capone Does My Shirts by Gennifer Choldenko.  She also has published

a book, Blockbuster Plots Pure and Simple;
Character Action Theme, which parallels
her DVD.  It can be used on its own or
with the DVD.  
Some writers may find Alderson’s DVD
overwhelming the first time they view
it.  But reading the Al Capone book first,
then viewing the tape more than once
should make her lessons easy to grasp.  
She has also made DVDs for novelists of
adult literature: The 7 Essential Elements of
Scene (using F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby), The Seven Secrets of Plot (using
John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath) and
The Ultimate Guide to Creating Plot (using
Arthur Golden’s Memoirs of a Geisha).  I did
not view these other DVDs.  I recommend
going to her website, blockbusterplots.com,
to find out more information about her
book, DVDs, and email Ezine.
Karen McWilliams, a former teacher and school
librarian, is currently seeking an agent to represent
her nonfiction pirate and slave biographies as well as
middle-grade novels about slave children.

Comic Book Illustration Technique DVDs From the Gnomon Workshop
By Kurt Patr ick Turn e r
Children’s book publishers are fighting
for their audience. Video games and movies are just a few of the opponents in the
battle for a child’s attention. An ally has
come along in the form of the graphic
novel, combining comic books with the
classic literature, while also capable of
contemporary tales.
Anyone wishing to develop skills in
comic book illustration will be interested
in a series of instructional DVDS from
the GNOMON Workshop. The creation
of graphic novels, like comics, is broken
down into stages: the pencil drawing, the
inking stage and the coloring stage.
This series of five DVDs is also broken
down into the same three disciplines.  
Comic Book Penciling with Stephen Platt,
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Comic Book Layout and Penciling with
Alvin Lee and Comic Book Penciling with
David Finch deal with the first step: the
initial pencil art. The viewer watches over
the shoulder of the artist as he creates a
page of comic art and discusses his working methods.
While all three titles discuss thumbnails/rough sketches, use of a light box
and basic penciling techniques, the Alvin
Lee DVD also goes into the aspect of camera angles.
In Comic Book Inking with Joe Weems,
the tools of the inking trade are introduced.  Warm-up exercises are shown to
acclimate the viewer to these new tools.
The production workflow of the inker is
discussed while watching a comic book
page being inked.
Comic Book Coloring with Steve Fir-

chow provides an overview of coloring
comic book art with Photoshop. Photoshop has been hailed as THE software for
coloring comics and Steve Firchow has 15
years of experience in using Photoshop.
Topics discussed include setting up the
black and white art in Photoshop, light/
dark value foundation, palette selection
and working with imported textures.
Speed techniques in Photoshop are also
discussed.
All five DVDs have an average running
time of 2 ½ to 3 hours for $49 each.  More
information on these DVDs can be found
at www.TheGnomonWorkshop.com.
Kurt Patrick Turner studied graphic design at CSU
Dominguez Hills and has worked on syndicated comic
strips and in animation production. He is currently
working on his first children’s book (and a film
script—like everyone else in Los Angeles.)
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How to Sign a Six-Figure Deal
(And Other Fantasies)

O

By Er z s i Deà k with Sara G rant &
Sara Mor li ng O’Conn or

On February 22, 2008, Publishers Weekly
Children’s Bookshelf included a small
article with a group photo about a big
subject: The launch party for the anthology, Undiscovered Voices, at the London
independent bookseller, Foyles Bookshop, with award-winning author David
Almond as the keynote speaker.
Undiscovered Voices was published February 2008 by SCBWI British Isles (SCBWIBI) and generously sponsored by Working
Partners. Since publication, 2 of the 12
featured authors have signed contracts,
one of these for six-figures. Designed
to grab the attention of busy editors
and agents, SCBWI-BI Regional Advisor,
Natascha Biebow, and the collection’s
editors, Sara Grant and Sara O’Connor,
are thrilled that it’s working.
Climbing out of the slush pile can be a
chore—both for the writer trying to swim
above the other bottom dwellers, and for
the editor trying not to drown in submissions. SCBWI-BI hatched the plan for
Undiscovered Voices to get its unpublished
members the attention they deserved
and to serve these writers up on a silver
plate to editors.
With an introduction by David
Almond, the collection features novel
excerpts from 12 previously unpublished
SCBWI-BI members. The goal was to
promote the selected pieces and authors
as well as raise the profile of the SCBWI
among UK-based children’s book publishers and agents. In the course of the
project, SCBWI membership in the British
Isles increased as well.
Nearly 250 stories were submitted
for the 12 spots in the book by SCBWI
members living in the British Isles. Three

editors and three agents specializing
in children’s fiction selected the final
12 pieces featured in the anthology. In
addition to the excerpts, the anthology
includes quotes from the judges, discussing the merits of each piece and why it
was selected.
On July 4th, the UK trade publication,
The Bookseller, ran an article about Sarah
Davies of the US-based Greenhouse Literary Agency, who discovered two authors
in the anthology. Harriet Goodwin’s story,
The Boy Who Fell Down Exit 43, has been
sold to Jane Harris at Stripes Publishing
in the UK in a two-book deal. And Sarwat
Chadda, whose teen title, The Devil’s Kiss,
attracted much attention in Bologna and
ended up with a “big six-figure deal” from
Hyperion US and Puffin UK.
Davies was one of the judges for Undiscovered Voices. “For me, Undiscovered Voices
was brilliant.  From this interesting crop,
I chose two whose work I considered
potentially commercial and they became
my inaugural clients.”
According to Sarwat, Undiscovered
Voices gave him a “dream-like” launch
into publishing. “Not only did one of the
judges become my agent, but another
judge is now my editor. There is no way
this would have happened otherwise. It
brought my work to the attention of the
right people.”
Within days of the anthology’s publication, Steve Hartley, author of Danny
Baker—Record Breaker, was contacted by
three agents and has subsequently signed
with one of them. “Being in Undiscovered
Voices has opened doors that have been
closed for so long,” Hartley says. “I think it
made people take my writing seriously. I
wasn’t just another wannabe in the slush
pile.” In September, it was announced
that Macmillan had signed Hartley for a

new fiction series. The first two books will
be out simultaneously in 2010.
Candy Gourlay, author of Ugly City,
signed with agent Hilary Delamere.
(Gourlay writes about the experience
in her blog, http://notesfromtheslushpile.
co.uk/2008/02/unbearable-lightness-of-being.
html). Sara Grant has signed with Jenny
Savill at Andrew Nurnberg Associates.
For updates on the success of Undiscovered Voices, and the full list of authors,
please visit http://www.britishscbwi.
org/postit_anthologywinners.htm. To order a
copy of the book, please go to:
www.britishscbwi.org/download%20forms/
Undiscovered_orderform.doc.
Sara Grant is an editor at Working Partners and former
SCBWI regional advisor for Indiana. Sara Morling
O’Connor (www.workingpartnersltd.co.uk) is a
commissioning editor at Working Partners and thinks
Sara Grant is a genius for coming up with the idea for
the anthology. Erzsi Deàk (www.ErzsiDeak.com) is
the co-editor of Period Pieces: Stories for Girls and a
freelance writer.
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Get It in Writing
I’m not a lawyer. But I have to think
like one when I agree to the details of
a school visit. And the most important
advice I can give is, “Get it in writing.” So,
what’s the “it” that you need in writing?
What form does it take? And why do you
need to do this?

The “It” That You Need

You need a written agreement for paid as
well as volunteer services. This agreement clearly specifies to your host in
advance: 1) the service you will provide
on the day of your visit, 2) the expected
compensation and terms of payment,
and 3) what the host must provide to
make your visit successful.

Service: In my letter of agreement, I state
that I must approve the schedule in advance of my visit before it is published for
the school staff.  To me, this is the most
important item on my list. I know from
experience what works best – session
length, time needed between sessions,
number of kids, number of sessions, and
the order in which my sessions must
happen. I send a sample schedule for the
school to work with. In some instances,
I’ve had them go back to the drawing
board several times before I approve the
schedule. If they balk, I say, “For maximum educational benefit to your students, I’ve found that this works best.”
Compensation: You and your host will
agree on your honorarium and covered
expenses such as travel, food and lodging. Some hosts require that you submit

receipts after the event, while others
allow you to build expenses into your
original invoice. Authors usually ask to
be paid on the day of service. If a parent group is footing the bill, this is likely
to happen. However, if the district or
county office is paying, your check can be
delayed. In the latter case, ask your host
for the Purchase Order (P.O.) number assigned to you as a “vendor.” This number
will be helpful if you have to inquire
about the status of a late check. Payments can take from 15 to 60 days
after the event to arrive.
Set-Up: For me, the right set-up
is extremely important in
order to generate the right
climate. For assemblies
and workshops, I not only
specify what equipment
I need, but how the children should be seated.
Books & Book Sales: You
can request that the students be familiar with
your books, but
what are you
going to do when
you get there and
they’re not? Walk
out? It’s not the kids’ fault that
they weren’t prepared. Some authors
also require that the school sell their
books. This is up to you. As for me,
it’s not a deal breaker. No matter how
you play it, if you insist on this, you
will come out looking mercenary, even
though most hosts haven’t a clue that
our per-book profit is pretty pitiful.

The more you iron out in advance,
the fewer surprises will greet you.
10
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Cancellation Policy: Authors who have
been burned by last-minute cancellations build a cancellation policy into their
agreements. I’ve only had one cancellation, due to weather, and the host
agreed to pay expenses that I had already
incurred.

Cathy Andrews Hinman

I

By Ale xi s O’N e i ll

Why You Need This

Email:  Most schools now contact authors
through email. Email gives you a record of
discussions if there’s a disagreement later.

The more you iron out in advance, the
fewer surprises will greet you – such as
your host adding a session with preschoolers when you’re a novelist, not leaving time for resetting between assemblies,
or having employees plop kids down and
then leaving. You’re the “outsider.” You
will be the fall guy for a rough day, even
if it’s the host’s fault. Thus, your efforts
made ahead of time to insure a smooth
day increases the likelihood that your host
will recommend you to other schools.

Letter of Agreement: This is the form
I use. A letter is a contract in “normalspeak” rather than “legalese.” I enclose
my invoice with this letter as well as
an “Author Visit Checklist” detailing
specifics (including lunch and a marked
parking spot!)
Formal Contract: For a good example of a
formal contract, go to scbwi.org. Click on
“For Our Members” and “SCBWI Publications.” Then click on “Sample Lecture
Contract” under the heading “Publicizing
Your Published Work.”

Alexis O’Neill, Ph.D., a published children’s author,
has been an elementary school teacher, a teacher of
teachers, and a museum educator. She is a popular
presenter and school visit expert. For a sample of
her Letter of Agreement and “Author Visit Checklist,”
contact her at info2@schoolvisitexperts.com.

Wacky and Weird: Unforgettable
Openings to Author Visits
By Te rr i F i e lds

I

plan. I prepare.  I think I am completely ready for my school visit,
and then I arrive to hear one of these
openings.  I find them great reminders
that sometimes, the best thing that
we as visiting authors can do is take
a deep breath, buckle our seat belts,
and laugh at the weirdly unpredictable
world of school author visits.
» That siren?  It means we’re having
a sit and seal drill in case of toxic
contamination…well, at least I think
it’s a drill.  Have a seat.  I have to
tape the doors.
» Follow this school map to the
room where you’ll be giving your
presentations.  I regret that it smells
like formaldehyde and wet socks,
but after an hour or so, you’ll barely
notice.
» Front Office Secretary:  “Our
librarian?  Oh.  (silence)  Uhmmm,
she uh, left us last week.  What did
you say your name was again?”
» You won’t need to worry about
autographing your books because

»

»

»

»

we decided it was too much trouble
to sell them.
I’m so embarrassed.  I know you
sent autographed complimentary
copies of the books you’ll be
discussing so I could share then
with our teachers and students
before your visit,  but  to be honest, I
have no idea where I put them.
I hate to tell you this, but we have 15
substitutes today.  That’s more than
we’ve ever had, and I sure hope they
can control the kids.  Otherwise, you
feel free to try to discipline them.
The library flooded.  We’ll have to
use the gym.  I’ve been looking for
the portable P.A. system, but I can’t
find it.  I think the kids will hear you
okay if you just shout.  Do you think
your voice can last four hours if I
bring you bottles of water?
“You’re kidding.  You’re here
today? Oh, oh.  I wrote it down for
tomorrow.”

Terri Fields is the author of Holdup, Burro’s
Tortillas, and After the Death of Anna
Gonzales, among others. Visit her at terrifields.
com.

Tina Kugler

Forms That the “It” Takes

The Assignment
My teacher passed out an assignment.
I figured I never would pass.
In ten minutes’ time, he
wanted a rhyme that I could
present to the class.
I’ve never been much of a writer,
And rhyming? I hadn’t a clue!
My chances were slim, so I
pleaded with him, “Is there
anything else I can do?
“I’ll scour the floor with a toothbrush.
I’ll stand on my head for a week.
I’ll get up and dance in
high-water pants
And tattoo a rose on my cheek.
I’ll pluck out my eyebrows
with tweezers.
I’ll kiss all the warts on a frog.
I’ll fill up two pails with
thumbtacks and nails
And wear them as shoes while I jog.
I’ll wrestle a walrus bare naked.
I’ll chop down a tree with a spoon.
I’ll build me a ship out
of veggies and dip
And fly all the way to the moon.”
Whatever I said must
have pleased him.
My words must have
brightened his day.
I did something right because to my
delight, I ended up getting an “A.”
— Susie Saywer
Visit writer Susie Saywer on the web at
www.susiesawyer.com.
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Kristin Venuti

F

By Sam Was son

Four years ago Kristin Venuti had an idea.
What would happen if Morticia Adams
were to have parented children with
Frank Gilbreth, the father in the original
Cheaper by the Dozen? She had been writing depressing (her word) short fiction for
adults, when she was hit by a series of
personal misfortunes, one after the next.
“There’s enough depressing stuff in the
world,” Kristin says, “so why not write
something fun for me – and for the kids?”
Yes, why not? She gathered together
20 pages of what was then a 40-page
manuscript, held her breath, and sent it
in to the Annual SCBWI Conference in
Los Angeles for a manuscript consultation. Kristin was paired with an editor
who nominated it for The Sue Alexander
Award and asked her to please send it to
her when she finished. It took her two
years, and by the time she was done, the
editor had moved houses. “I had never
written a whole book before,” Kristin
remembers, “and I did waste a lot of time
wondering if I was even capable of such
a thing. I had to let go of the anxiety of
‘how am I going to accomplish this?’ and
just sit down to write.”
Back to the Los Angeles Conference
she went, and this time, Kristin was
paired with an agent. “He wanted to see
more of the Butler actually in the story,”
she said, “which was pretty right on, but
he also wondered if the paint fumes (the
mom is always painting the inside of the
lighthouse) might not be harmful to the
family.” Huh? Paint fumes? Who cares?
To Kristin, the note meant she and this
agent weren’t exactly seeing eye to eye. “I
did figure out – after much thought – that
just because he didn’t ‘get it’ didn’t mean
that I was a bad writer. We just have different sensibilities. That’s all.”
What needed to happen next was
simple: work. No more excuses. Kristin
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said, “I showed up to work even though
there was no secretary to greet me each
morning with a cup of coffee and the
day’s mail, no boss to call in sick to when
I really could have used a personal day
to go to the beach. Just doing that, I felt
more successful than I ever had before.”
A year later – after showing up every day
– Kristin felt comfortable with her manuscript. It was in good shape. She knew it.
She returned for the third time to the
Los Angeles Conference – in 2007 – and
this time, Kristin had been placed with
agent Tracey Adams. “Tracey’s suggestions were pretty minor, since her philosophy is that she’s not the editor, and
she doesn’t want to encourage the author
to change something that he or she may
have to change back.” They clicked, and
Kristin got an agent.
From there, in a way, it got harder.
Tracey sent out the manuscript, but the
waiting game that followed was almost
unbearable (“Had they received it? Did
they like it? Why the silence? They must
hate it. I sent it in too soon.”) Thankfully,
Kristin resisted the urge to call Tracey
every 20 minutes.  And then, one day,
there was a phone call. It was from an
editor. She was interested. But, of course,
there were more changes that needed to
be made.
“She felt there were some problems
that would need to be taken care of
before she could convince acquisitions to
gamble on a newcomer. My manuscript
is very episodic,” Kristin explains, “she
really wanted it to be in a more traditional, linear format. Believe me, I tried
to do what they wanted, but in the end,
episodic is what suits my story.”
Kristin stuck to her guns. She knew
her story better than anyone – better
even than an interested editor – and
trusted it was where it needed to be. Just
to be safe, she took her manuscript to a
critique group. “I worked (and whined

I had to let go of
the anxiety and just
sit down to write.
and wept) over my poor little book,” she
said, “and some days I’d wonder what
the heck I was doing, and who I thought
I was kidding. It sounds lame, but I overcame my inclination to quit whenever I
thought about the great story I had to tell
- and how much fun it was. The world
– kids especially – needs a lot more fun.”
The manuscript, after years of revision, went out once again, and this time,
caught the attention of an editor Kristin
knew shared her vision. And she bought
it. Leaving the Bellweathers is due out from
Egmont in Fall 2009.
Kristin Clark Venuti lives and writes atop a soggy,
green hill in the Santa Cruz Mountains. She has
written short fiction for adults, human interest stories
for the local paper, and the occasional article about the
martial arts.

Countdown to the 10th Annual SCBWI Winter Conference

M

ark your calendar now for
the 10th Annual SCBWI
Winter Conference on writing
and illustrating for young
readers, January 30th-February 1st at the Hyatt Grand
Central in New York. The
New York conference is
a unique opportunity to
get the inside scoop from
editors, art directors and
agents on up-to-the-minute market news about
children’s books, and to
hear from the best established and emerging voices
in our field.
Friday, January 30th will be a day of
writer and illustrator intensives. The
program for illustrators is “Adapt, Transform, Survive: The Illustrator’s Guide to
Evolution and Revolution,” and features
a full day of workshops, panels and keynotes with illustrators and art directors.
Illustrators who enroll in the intensive
will also be able to enter a portfolio in a
private art display that draws many art
directors from major publishers.
The writer intensive will give writers the opportunity to have the first
500 words of a manuscript critiqued by
editors and agents in a morning and
afternoon critique session. Cost for the
intensives is $175.
Two days of programming follow the

intensives beginning Saturday morning,
January 31. These days are jam-packed
with keynote addresses, agent panels, editor workshops and networking
focused on the business of writing and
illustrating for young readers.  Find out
what editors are buying, and the secrets
of success from some of the most successful authors and illustrators working
in the field today. Also, you won’t want
to miss the special agent’s panel, “Selling Your Work in These Economic Times,”
or the red-carpet premiere of the new
SCBWI Master Class DVD series. Be the
first to see exclusive footage from the
first two episodes of the series featuring
Tomie dePaola and Richard Peck.
Speakers include authors Jay Asher,
Bruce Hale, Julius Lester, author/illustrator Jarrett J. Krosoczka, and a surprise
keynote presenter of extraordinary
renown!
Featured agents, editors, and art directors will include:
» Claudia Gabel, editor, Random House
Children’s Books
» Michelle Nagler, editorial director,
Bloomsbury Children’s Books USA
» Kathy Dawson, editorial director,
Harcourt Children’s Books
» Caitlyn Dlouhy, editorial director,
Atheneum Books for Young Readers
» Jennifer Greene, senior editor, Clarion
» Scott Piehl, director, design , Disney
Book Group

» Martha Rago, executive art director,
HarperCollins Children’s Books
» Jennifer Rees, editor, Scholastic Press
» Tim Travaglini, senior editor, G.P.
Putnam’s Sons
» Tamson Weston, senior editor,
Hyperion Books for Children
» Michael Bourret, vice president and
literary agent, Dystel & Goderich
Literary Management
» Michael Stearns, agent, Firebrand
Literary
» Edward Necarsulmer IV, director,
children’s department, McIntosh &
Otis, Inc.
» Alyssa Eisner Henkin, literary agent,
Trident Media Group
Registration for the conference begins
November 5th To register, visit
www.scbwi.org/events and click on “Winter
Conference,” or call (323) 782-1010. Tuition
for the 10th Annual SCBWI Winter conference is $315 for SCBWI members, and $365
for nonmembers. Please check the website
for updates to faculty and program information beginning November 5th.
Please note: The hotel for the conference
has changed this year from the Hilton to
the Hyatt Grand Central, 109 East 42nd
Street at Grand Central Terminal (between Park Ave. & Lexington Ave.), New
York, NY 10017. Hotel reservations may
be made by calling (212) 883-1234.—AH

SCBWI Global Voices Initiative Success Stories

T

he SCBWI is very proud to announce that Mongolian SCBWI
member Jamba Dashdondog’s story,
“The Mobile Library,” which describes
his trek across the frozen tundra offering children’s literature to the remotest
villages, will be published by Lonnie
Plecha of Cricket Magazine. In addition,
Mongolian poet O. Sundui’s poem,
“When the Sun Eats with Its Golden
Rays,” has been purchased by Marileta
Robinson, who will publish the poem in
Highlights Magazine. Congratulations to
both Jamba Dashdondog  and  O. Sundi,

writers who first came to The SCBWI’s
attention during its 2007 Global Voices
Program, which highlighted Mongolian
artists and authors and was co-sponsored by Sue and Martin Schmitt.
Jamba Dashdondog has received the
further honor of being listed as a finalist for The Astrid Lindgren Award. The
award – one of the field’s most prestigious – is given annually by the Swedish Arts Council to writers and illustrators of children’s literature whose work
reflects the spirit of Astrid Lindgren,
author of Pippi Longstocking. Previous

winners include Maurice Sendak, Philip
Pullman, and Katherine Paterson.—SW
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Edited By Alison Lyne

W

e illustrators pursue our careers in many different ways,
but can all use a helpful tip along the way. This column
is meant to remind us of things we may already know, but
might have forgotten. Here are insider tips from SCBWI members on “Mixing It Up: working with both traditional media and
digital media”:

Do a Photoshop Color Study
before Painting
I work digitally and with gouache; mostly gouache for children’s
book work and digital for licensing and product design art. One
thing I always do is a Photoshop color study before painting. I
find it fast and flexible. My sketches are usually tight enough
that it’s just a matter of adding layers and playing.
When I finish a gouache painting I’ll scan it and clean up
any artifacts or other ‘junk’ that might have worked its way into
my painting. I’ll also tweak colors, painting ‘mistakes’ and even
facial features if I feel it really needs it. I also usually end up
adding the ‘blush’ to my kid’s cheeks in Photoshop to make a
nice smooth gradation. It’s nice to know that even when I plan
really well, I always have the chance to go back and tweak until
I’m really happy. — Gina Perry, North Hampton, NH

Pen & Ink Drawings Photographed,
Scanned & Finished with Painter IX & X
I spent years working in oils, watercolors, acrylics and pen and
ink. Once, when I ran out of paint, I even used food color to create a watercolor spread for the local library. Then I got my first
computer! The painting program was so basic that by today’s
standards it was prehistoric. But I pushed on and created my
first online story from my pencil sketches which I scanned
into the computer and translated into illustrations using my
mouse. The next logical step was to discover Wacom tablets
and the newer painting programs!  Drawing on the tablet with a
pressure-sensitive pen gives the artist much more control than
creating with the mouse.
Today my process is a lot like that but far more advanced.
My original pencil and pen and ink drawings are photographed
or scanned and sent to my computer. I use Painter IX and X to
complete the illustrations.
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Kaela Parkhouse

arttips

Many of the beginning illustrations are also rendered in a
light watercolor which gives the overall image a really nice feel.
In fact, the front page image on my current website is a composition made from a watercolor illustration that I photographed,
put into the computer and completed in Painter. Sometimes I
even photograph the sketches by lamplight to create a really
soft patina to the initial stage of the painting.
Because the computer programs I use will allow me to
place various elements of my paintings on several layers, I can
change things easily, add and subtract elements, experiment
with colors, create shadows, fog, reflections and soften or highlight areas in the composition. Prior to using the computer that
would have meant creating a whole new painting, or possibly
ruining one that I had started. This is a great help when working with educational publishers who often will have changes to
make in the middle of an assignment.
So, what kind of artist would you call me...maybe I’m a tradigital. — Ginger Nelson, Peterborough, NH

Pencil Layout Scanned, Blocked,
Printed & Colored
I have a pretty unconventional method of doing a lot of my art.
I normally sketch the layout in pencil and then scan it. After
blocking in my flat colors and some simple shading I have it
printed on a heavy stock paper with a bit of tooth. I then use
color pencil, acrylic and sometimes gouache to detail out the
piece. Then it’s an additional scan and print. I’ve found that this
method, albeit sometimes cumbersome, allows me to make a
lot of the early mistakes and correct them digitally before moving to the less forgiving methods of pencil, watercolor or paints.
— C G Young, Austin, TX
Alison Davis Lyne has been a freelance illustrator since 1996. She has illustrated six
published children’s picture books with Pelican Publishing Company. For more art
tips, visit www.lyneart.com.

Art Tips Next Issue
Our next two topics are: “ Story Telling: How to go with the flow,” what it
takes to keep your reader turning those pages and “Double Time: Writing and
illustrating together,” how does both writing and illustrating the story enhance
your creativity? We’re looking for ideas on advice/career topics of interest to
the professional illustrator. Please email your ART TIPS to arttips@scbwi.org or
mail to SCBWI Art Tips, 8271 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

the
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Finding the Spring House

Our family homestead, where I spent my
early childhood and where my retired
parents still live today, is an old New
Hampshire farmhouse on nearly 200
acres of land. Behind the house, the land
slopes down to a stream and then climbs
a forested hillside. As a small child, I
often followed the steep path to the top
of the woods where stood a small spring
house, a shed-like building with a wooden frame and screen walls. In the deep
shadow of the enclosure the air was cool
and moist no matter how hot the day. At
the center, a natural spring of pure, clear,
fresh water bubbled out of the ground.
The spring house of my childhood
is a fine metaphor for the state which
all artists prize, the place where we
experience flow. It’s an encounter with
a wellspring. Creative inspiration and
production feel effortless, and our work
is full of boldness, assurance, and discovery. Everything immediate is vivid, with
an intensity of sensation, while the rest
of the world drops away, dim and a little
fuzzy around the edges. There’s a deep
sense of connection, of being in sync, a
heightened focus of attention, and a loss
of sense of time. The whole thing feels a
bit magical, and often provokes joy.
How do we find and follow the path
that leads to our own spring house? Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience and other books
on creativity), who’s studied and written
extensively about the experience, observes, “You can’t make flow happen. All
you can do is learn to remove obstacles
in its way.”
Getting away from routine is an essential part of the process. After all, “creativity involves breaking out of established
patterns in order to look at things in a
different way.” (This is from Edward de
Bono, who originated the concept of lat-

eral thinking, or structured creativity.) It’s
hard to think outside the box from within
it. Certain tasks make it more or less
likely that I’ll access that other perspective, or even remember that it’s my goal.
For example, I find the Internet in general
and email in particular to be distractions
away from the alternative thinking that
typifies the creative state. If I start the
morning with stillness, journaling, and
other reflective practices, I can sometimes
set a tone of discovery for the whole day.
If I go online first thing … not so much.
According to Marcus Aurelius, the Roman emperor nicknamed “The Wise,” we
must “dig within. Within is the wellspring
of good; and it is always ready to bubble
up, if you just dig.” In my experience,
understanding that the source is internal
and being able to access it are entirely
separate things. There are times when I
find myself continually in and out of that

Noel Tuazon

O

By Ann e S i b le y O’B r i e n

blessed state, and other times when I go
for months and months longing for it
but am unable to find my way. But I keep
practicing turning inward, developing my
skills in the same way that I do my drawing and writing abilities.
Given that the place is inside us, it
often helps to start with the body.
“Our senses are indeed our doors and
windows on this world, in a very real
sense the key to the unlocking of meaning and the wellspring of creativity,”
Jean Houston, author of A Passion for the
Possible, has said. Getting grounded in
and conscious of physical sensation can
be one path to the flow. I’ve done this
variously through singing, dancing and
other physical play; lighting candles or
conscious breathing; and close observation of nature, from taking a walk along
the beach to drawing a flower.
The more we seek this state, and the
more time we spend there, the more the
qualities of flow permeate the rest of
our lives. The water that we drink there,
drawn from the deepest well of inspiration, nourishes us even as we return to
the mundane world. The work that has
been set in motion takes on a life of its
own and continues to grow, even when
we’re not paying conscious attention.
Ultimately, it’s a gift of grace. We’re
lucky enough to catch a glimpse of the
path, leading away from the place where
we normally live. It may be a steep climb.
But there at the top is the spring house.
We enter and the air changes, the world
falls away. There at the center is our very
own wellspring, an unending flow of fresh
inspiration from which we can draw.
Anne Sibley O’Brien (AnneSibleyOBrien.com) has
illustrated 27 books, 11 of which she also wrote.
Upcoming works include the seventh book in the
Jamaica series, Jamaica Is Thankful (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, 2009) by Juanita Havill, and After
Gandhi: One Hundred Years of Nonviolent
Resistance (Charlesbridge, 2009), which she co-wrote
with her son, Perry.
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About the Cover
A Chat with 2008 November/December Cover Illustrator Chris Gall
By Sam Was son
SCBWI: Do you do any preparatory work
before you illustrate, or do you, you
know, just go?
Chris Gall: I do lots and lots of sketches
– always – on tracing paper before any
of the formal illustration begins. Those
sketches then become engravings on a
piece of Claybord, which, when it’s all
done, looks kind of like a woodcut. (Some
people call it a scratchboard. That’s what
it used to be called.) When I’m done with
that, I scan it into the computer. I turn
it into vector art – not pixel art – and
import it into Adobe Illustrator. And then
I complete my color.
So from there it’s all done in the computer? There’s no painting?
That’s right. It’s a hybrid between handwork and computer. In the old days, I used
dyes and watercolor, but this allows me
so much more flexibility when it comes to
my palette in particular. Dyes are sometimes so hard to control. They can be
limiting that way. And also, I have here a
greater vibrancy of color in the computer
that I just can’t achieve in paint.
These characters are from your book,
There’s Nothing to Do on Mars, right?
Yes, but there’s no Christmas scene in
that book – my character spends most of
his time being bored and exploring the
planet – but I thought it would be fun to
give him a Christmas.
What are for you the essential elements
of a great illustration?
First and foremost it’s content. That’s undeniable. You have to ask yourself, is this
going to be interesting? But my primary
element is composition. Composition is
absolutely essential – after content, the
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most essential. It’s the make or break
thing. Bad composition leads your eye
all over the place; you don’t know where
to look first. But in a good composition
there’s no fat. There’s nothing missing,
and there’s nothing that needs to be taken
away. It’s like music that way. One wrong
note and it can throw the whole thing off.
Composition is so technical, isn’t it? Do
you think it can be taught?
I’ve tried, but it’s still something that’s
pretty elusive for a lot of artists. I’ve found
that if you have a design background
it comes easier, but if you have fine art
background it’s not necessarily something
that comes easy at all. There’s no formula.
Everything needs to be thought out. I
can tell you that everything they tell you
about the laws of composition is broken
all the time. If you follow them, you have
just as bland and dull a piece of art as if
you didn’t follow them at all.
So the idea is to break and follow at the
same time?
Again, think of music. People say there
are certain notes you can’t play together,
that it sounds wrong. But then someone
does and to everyone’s surprise it sounds
great. That’s how you break new ground.
Have you tried to incorporate that idea
into this image?
There are a lot of things going on with
this illustration. I wanted it to be complex, which means I wanted to have a
lot of stuff going on, but I wanted it to be
clear and controlled. I start with a strong
primary image – the spaceship – it’s the
anchor of the illustration. Then I have to
think: if I show too little of it you won’t
know what it is, but if I show too much
it will draw you away from the kite. The
kite is the accent, and the payoff.  So I

ask myself, how do you do it in a way
that you’re not going to miss it, but not
make it the primary thing? The answer
is in composition. Just like the boy is the
star, but you find the stockings later in
the image. I could have laid them out
front and center, but then there is no joy
in the discovery.
Yes. The joy of discovery. Good composition enhances that.
Yes. It turns the image into a narrative
rather than a one-note cartoon. Now I
should say I’m not espousing this as the
last word in illustration. This is just my
philosophy. If you looked at the work of
Wiesner and Van Allsburg, for instance, I
think you’d find the same excruciating attention to those details. But again, that’s
my preference. That’s what I look for. But
someone like Mo Willems is doing it differently. He’s telling a simpler story – but
in a good way. He doesn’t want you to be
distracted from what you’re taking away
from his characters. If I’m taking the
reader to Mars, I better give him something interesting to look at. That’s the joy
of reading a picture book.
Chris Galls’ artwork has been seen in almost every
publication in America, including Time, Newsweek,
People, Fortune, The New York Times, and the
Washington Post. His books include America, the
Beautiful; Dear Fish; and There’s Nothing to Do
on Mars.

As an alternative to claiming actual
expenses, you may be able to use a standard
mileage rate that is adjusted annually.

Standard Mileage Rates
The tax code authorizes deductions for
individuals who use their cars for business, moving, medical or charitable purposes. They can choose to write off their
actual expenses or use what are known
as the optional standard mileage rates.
For business driving, actual expenses
include gas, oil, tires, repairs, license tags,
registration fees, insurance, garage rent,
lease payments and depreciation. As an
alternative to claiming actual expenses,
you may be able to use a standard mileage rate that is adjusted annually to
reflect inflation and gas prices. The rate’s
advantage is that it eliminates the extra
burden of tracking actual costs; records
need to be kept only of business miles
driven for the year in question. Just to be
clear, the IRS definition of “cars” includes
vans, pickups and panel trucks.
In response to skyrocketing fuel prices, 2008’s rate is 50.5 cents per mile for
January through June and 58.5 cents for
July through December, up from 2007’s
48.5 cents.
Do you qualify to claim both actual
expenses and the mileage rate? Then
there is just one way to know which
option provides a larger write-off: figure
your deduction both ways. Usually, actual
expense is more advantageous than the
per-mile rate, especially when there is
a surge in price at the pump or your vehicle is a gas-guzzler. But the reverse can
be true for those who have extremely low
outlays or scant business mileage.

Employees and self-employed persons
who move for business-related reasons
and use their cars to transport themselves, members of their households
or their belongings are able to deduct
actual costs of gas and oil or a standard
rate for 2008 of 19 cents per mile for the
first six months and 27 cents for the final
six months.
Similarly, individuals who require
medical care and drive to and from doctors, hospitals and the like can deduct
actual costs of gas and oil or a standard
rate for 2008 of 19 cents for the first half
and 27 cents for the second half.
Persons who use their cars to perform
services for such charitable organizations
as schools and religious institutions can
deduct actual costs of gas or oil or a standard rate of 14 cents for all of 2008, a rate
set by law, not the IRS.
Besides claiming mileage allowances,
remember to take separate deductions
for parking fees, as well as bridge, tunnel and turnpike tolls. And drive within
speed limits. The feds forbid deductions
for traffic tickets. It matters not that you
were on the way to a SCBWI meeting.
A business-driving example: For 2008,
Daisy drives 5,000 miles during the first
six months and 5,000 miles during the
final six months. She pays $100 for parking and tolls. Her allowable deduction is
$5,550 — $2,525 (5,000 times 50.5), plus
$2,925 (5,000 times 58.5), plus $100.
If the IRS examines your returns and
scrutinizes car write-offs, it will not
dispute standard-rate deductions, as long

as you are able to verify the miles driven;
the agency disregards actual expenses.
So it is prudent to keep glove-compartment diaries or other records in which
you list the details of when, how far and
why you went, along with charges for
parking and tolls.
Julian Block, an attorney in Larchmont, N.Y., has been
cited as “a leading tax professional” (New York Times)
and “an accomplished writer on taxes” (Wall Street
Journal). His books include Tax Tips for Writers,
Photographers and Artists, praised by law professor
James Edward Maule of Villanova University as “An
easy-to-read and well-organized explanation of the tax
rules.” To order his books, visit his website,
www.julianblocktaxexpert.com.
©2008, Julian Block. All rights reserved.

Kirk Shiflett

by J u lian B lock
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How to Find
the Right Agent

W
By Joë lle Anthony

You don’t want
just any agent; you
want the one that’s
right for you.
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Dan Walsh

When looking for an agent most writers
ask the wrong question: “Where do I find
the agents?” But you don’t want just any
agent; you want the one that’s right for
you. Assuming your manuscript is one
hundred percent finished, you’ve got a
synopsis ready, and your hook is a real
grabber, then you’re ready to start the
agent hunt. First of all: read! Once you’ve
compiled a list of books in your genre
that you love, and are similar in style to
your writing, it’s time for a little detective
work on your part.
Who is repping that fab author?
Look for a mention of a writer’s agent
here:
» The dedication page
» The acknowledgments at the end of
the book
» The author’s website
» Publisher’s Marketplace
» Do a search for “[author’s name] +
agent”
» Email an author directly and ask. (If
you don’t know the author, don’t take
it personally if she doesn’t respond!)

Don’t stop querying when you receive the
first request for a partial manuscript! Query
widely until you’ve signed on the dotted line.

Kind of like speed dating
There’s lots of quick information to be
had about a prospective agent online.
Agent blogs are a great way to get to
know an agent’s wants, needs, and desires. They also blog about:
» Their dream project
» Pet peeves
» How far along they are in the slush pile
reading
» Their colleague’s needs
» What editors are looking for
» Trends
» New agents looking for clients
» Their author’s books (so you can read
them)

Publisher’s Marketplace
Publisher’s Marketplace (www.publishersmarketplace.com) is an excellent resource.
You can get the free version, or take
advantage of the $20/month subscription
which enables you to:

1

Read the daily sales that pertain to
your genre and make a list of the
agents who sold those books.

2

Go to the agents’ sites, read more
about them, find out which authors
they rep, and read some of their clients’
books.

3

Include one or two sentences in your
query that say something like: “I
read about your sale of Fluffy Bunny on
Publisher’s Marketplace to XYZ Publisher. I’ve often thought that I might fit
in at XYZ Publishers, and that is why I’m
choosing to query you.” (Please only say
this if you’ve read Fluffy Bunny!)

Ask Around
Read your favorite writer’s blogs and if
they link to their friends, check those
out too. Making the occasional comment
can’t hurt either, and once they get to
know you, it’s probably okay to ask the

writer who reps her. Remember, this
isn’t a referral; it’s just someone being
nice to you.

Conferences
If you have the opportunity to attend a
conference, find out which agents will be
there ahead of time and use the above
tips to get to know if they might be right
for you. Set up an appointment if you
can, or just say hello.
Agents all seem to agree that a simple, friendly, “How’s it going?” will always
be appreciated at conferences, as long
as it’s not followed by, “I just happen to
have my manuscript here.” And then you
can mention their cat, or whatever you
talked about over lunch, when you query
them. Who knows, they might even remember you!

Number crunching
Don’t stop querying when you receive
the first request for a partial manuscript!
Query widely until you’ve signed on the
dotted line. If an agent requests 1-3 partials a week, that’s roughly 50-150 partial
requests each year. If they only take on
0-5 clients in a year, that’s a lot of partial
reads that don’t go anywhere.

Be your own best friend
You are making a serious business commitment when you sign with an agent,
one that will affect you for a very long
time. Do not take the research lightly,
don’t ask someone else to do it for you,
and don’t be sitting at home waiting
for the call when you should be either
querying or digging deep to find out more
about both the agents you have queries
out to, and agents you want to add to
your list to query next.
Joëlle Anthony spends her time evenly between reading
and writing young adult fiction. (Okay—who is she
trying to kid? She reads more than she writes.) Visit her
website at http://www.joelleanthony.com.

The Agent’s Angle

C

learly, Joëlle did a great job
finding an agent (me!), so her
advice here is solid. As an agent
who’s had many clients, I’d add
that chemistry is a huge part of
the equation. Before you sign with
an agent, it’s a great idea to spend
some face-to-face or phone time
with her. An agent is someone you
want to be with for your whole career, so you want to make sure the
person representing your work to
the world is someone that you feel
you can trust and rely on.
Your agent should be someone
you can call with both good and
bad news, when you need to vent,
or when you don’t know if the last
third of your new novel is brilliant
or crap; when you need a shoulder
to cry on or a sympathetic ear, but
who can kick you in the butt when
you need it. Remember, it’s a partnership, so you want to make sure
you’ve got the right partner.  
Michael Bourret is a literary agent with Dystel
& Goderich Literary Management. He reps
a broad range of books from adult fiction &
nonfiction, to middle grade & young adult novels
for clients like Joëlle Anthony. Visit the Dystel
agency blog at http://dglm.blogspot.com.
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Heather Lee Hodges

Writi

While some people
say their craft
improves with
a mild case of
the blues, major
depression is very
debilitating and it
is no way to live.
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Wint

By Li n dsay Woolman

Many creative people work in isolation, a
breeding ground for depression, especially during the dark winter months. It is
helpful be aware of the signs and symptoms, and to look for help when needed.
Even if everything in your life appears
normal on the outside, depression can
hit without warning, sometimes lasting
months or even years. When your mind
is constantly cloudy or you’re feeling low,
creative work can come to a halt.
Especially common among artists and
writers, depression can be very debilitating. While the characters you create
might deal with sadness in their stories,
their problems are likely going to be
resolved by the last page. Dealing with
depression in your own life might not
be as simple. The American Psychiatric
Association website states, “Depression is
a serious medical illness that negatively
affects how you think and how you act.”
Some of the hallmark symptoms include
changes in sleeping patterns or appetite,
non-enjoyment of pleasurable activities,

increased irritability, feelings of worthlessness and guilt, energy and concentration changes, worsening physical health,
and thoughts of suicide. The illness
can be as serious as having a chronic,
life-threatening physical condition and
should be taken seriously.
According to Dr. Kishore Desagani,
a psychiatrist at South Coast Medical
Center in Laguna Beach, CA, depression
is not about outer circumstances. “With
depression you could be doing everything
right, but sometimes there’s a chemical imbalance or strong family history
of depression that brings it on,” he says.
“If the symptoms happen for more than
two weeks, you should seek out help.”
Therefore, it is important to pay attention
to your feelings, learn about depression
as an illness (not as a character flaw), and
ask for help if you need it.
While some people say their craft improves with a mild case of the blues, major depression is very debilitating and it
is no way to live. Writing and making art
can be wonderful for self-expression and
healing, but there is a point where being

ting and the

nter Blues
absorbed in the world of your characters
may be a way to numb yourself from your
own pain. When a project comes to an
end, you may find yourself dealing with
the same emptiness or loneliness that
was there when you began.
The first step in helping yourself is
often getting in touch with a therapist.
In many cases antidepressants are an
effective treatment, but some people
will improve just through talking with
a professional. Only a trained medical
doctor, such as a psychiatrist or a family
physician can prescribe antidepressants.
In cases of Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD), where symptoms arise during the
winter months due to lack of sunlight,
many doctors will treat it with an antidepressant for half the year. Be willing
to try anything to help yourself. Listen to
the part of you that wants to get better,
and leave the angst-ridden feelings to
your teenaged characters.
Another important things to keep in
mind before a case of depression is the
value of friendships and reaching out,
even if you are an “introverted writer/art-

ist” type. Everyone needs companionship and social connections. In the book
How to Stop Worrying and Start Living by
Dale Carnegie, he gives some of the best
advice: “Try to think every day how you
can please someone… Because trying
to please others will cause us to stop
thinking of ourselves: the very thing that
produces worry and fear and melancholia.” Sometimes our work can become so
consuming that we lose touch with reality
and what is important. The drive to create
is intense, yet it can also steer us away
from other people and relationships.
You can be an even better artist or
writer when are at your best. Know that
if you have depression, it is not who you
are and you are not alone. Be willing to
help yourself as an act of love.

A few helpful websites

American Psychiatric Associaiton
http://www.healthyminds.org/links.cfm
National Institute of Mental Health
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/
index.shtml

Lindsay Woolman is a writer and editor living in San
Diego, CA, and Boise, ID. She is currently seeking
a publisher for her young adult novel, Split Ends,
about a teenaged girl who has trichotillomania. She is
represented by Emily Sylvan Kim at Prospect Agency
and can be reached at lawoolman@yahoo.com.
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Can this author—and WILL
this author—put herself out
there to help sell books?  

Insider’s
View

An

A Small Publisher’s Perspective
on Why It’s Important to Promote
Yourself as an Author AND a Promoter

O

By F ranc i n e Poppo R i c h

“Oh, don’t worry about THAT,” Beth Finke
said when I informed her that I needed to
know she would help promote her own
book. “I’m a shameless self-promoter.”
When I offered a contract to Beth
for her picture book, Hanni and Beth:
Safe & Sound, I couldn’t be sure she was
a shameless self-promoter, but I WAS
extremely excited about her ability to
promote her work and herself. Nowadays,
there are three things I must weigh when
considering a manuscript for publication:
1. Quality of the writing
2. Nationwide marketability of the
story—does it carry a unique angle/
storyline that will allow me to market
it in both traditional and nontraditional markets?
3. Promotion—Will the author help
sell books by doing interviews, store
signings, conference presentations, and
school visits?

When I read Beth’s original story, Wags
Goes to Work, I thought it had all the
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ingredients for a well done picture book.
It needed some work (e.g., I didn’t think
it worked well as a rhyming story). Did it
have potential for nationwide interest?
This was the first time, as Beth proudly
pointed out, that an author who was
blind had written a book (from the dog’s
point of view) about her own relationship with her Seeing Eye dog. She had
done her research to prove it. She listed
a handful of other picture books about
guide dogs, but none of them had been
written by their blind companions.  I was
interested, but there was that third component: can this author—and WILL this
author—put herself out there to help sell
books? The more I read through Beth’s
submission package, which included
published clips and a full scale marketing
plan, the more excited I became about
offering a contract.
In 2003, Beth had had an adult memoir published through the University
of Illinois Press. Now, in 2006, she was
ready to use all her connections to create
a marketing campaign for her picture
book. And create she did. The minute

she signed the Blue Marlin Publications
contract, she turned herself into a human network. As the weeks progressed,
I learned there was very little Beth
wouldn’t do to promote her book. Well,
there WAS one thing. She drew the line
at pasting the book’s cover image on her
butt at BEA in 2007. She considered the
task, but ultimately declined. Here are
some of the ways Beth has marketed
herself and her book:

Conferences
Since Beth is blind, has diabetes, is a freelance writer, moderates the autism blog
for Easter Seals, and has added children’s
book author to her list of credentials. She
is confident about speaking to diverse
groups and has designed one-hour presentations on various topics. She always
looks for an angle that will be unique.
She speaks on teaching kids about blindness at librarian conferences, and on
blogging about autism for educator meetings. For every conference catalogue, she
creates a bio that includes an announcement about the release of her new book.

Lisa Michaels

Everywhere she speaks, she distributes
postcards and a one-page flyer about her
school visits and presentations.

Radio Interviews
“I have a theory,” says Beth, “that if
someone hears about my book three
times, that person will buy my book. A
woman might see a favorable review in
the Chicago Tribune. Cool, but not enough
of an incentive to buy the book. A week
later, that woman might hear about a
signing I am doing at the local Barnes
and Noble. Great news, but she’s busy
that day. Two weeks later, she hears me
doing an interview on Chicago Public
Radio. That night, she checks out the
book online, likes it, and buys it for her
grandson.”  Radio interviews—even local
shows—reach a lot of people. And now,
they can be heard again and again online.  
Any time Beth is in town for a bookstore
signing, school visit, or presentation,
she contacts the local media to let them
know she is available for an interview.
Often, she gets her media list from the
organization sponsoring her visit.

School Visits
Since Beth comes from a large family, she
offers to visit the schools of her nieces
and nephews, cousins’ children, and their
friends. Sometimes these visits are paid,
but sometimes she offers her services
for free. Always, though, she offers the
schools the option of purchasing books.
And always, she totes her postcards,
extra fliers about her school visits, bookmarks, and announcements about future
appearances. Every event is a networking
opportunity for a future event.

Writing Articles for Magazines
and Journals
Beth is a very talented writer. She knows
that she can craft essays from many different angles, and if she picks something
to write about that might reach a bookbuying audience, then she is having fun,
getting paid for the article, and advertising her new release again. Recently, she
published an article in The Prairie Wind, the
newsletter of the Illinois chapter of the
SCBWI. The article, “From Wags to Riches,”
is about her path to finding the right

publisher for Hanni and Beth: Safe & Sound.
Sometimes her articles have absolutely
nothing to do with her picture book. She
is published in the January 2008 issues of
Dog Fancy and Bark. Of course, she mentions her new release in both bios.
The bottom line is that Beth is a
dream for a tiny publisher like me. In
return, I am willing to put more time,
money, and effort into promoting Beth’s
book than I ordinarily would because I
just know my investments will not be
wasted. I know full well that authors who
promote themselves and their books as
wholeheartedly as Beth Finke are not
easy to find. But authors wishing to work
with small publishers must understand
that a great piece of writing will appear
even greater if the author offers specific plans for getting that story into the
hands of readers.       
Francine Poppo Rich is a children’s book author and the
Publisher at Blue Marlin Publications. You can learn
more about Blue Marlin at www.bluemarlinpubs.
com. To view Beth Finke’s 2008 event schedule and
understand her unique marketing techniques, visit
www.bethfinke.com.
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people

“When one door closes another
door opens; but we so often look
so long and so regretfully upon
the closed door, that we do not
see the one which opens for us.”
~ Alexander Graham Bell (1847 -1922)

Edited By Reva Solomon

Jay Holt · tommythetomato.com.

We are happy to announce the following good
news from our members:

Katherine L. House · lighthousesforkids.com.
Sally Ketchum · middle reader · Bread Garden
· Illustrated by Michael C. Harvey · IUniverse
publication prize, 2008 San Francisco Writers
Conference, September 2008.

SITES/CDs
Veronica Davids and Tom Davids ·
wrestlingtheabcs.com · book · Wrestling the ABC’s
(December 2008) illustrated by Robert Lence
(illustrator for Disney and Pixar).

Suanne Kelley Kopald · author/illustrator ·
kopaldart.com.

R. Wayne Edwards · familypoet.com · humorous
rhyming poems with author illustrations for each ·
great for a good chuckle or two!
Edward Einhorn · edwardeinhorn.com.

Beth Krommes · bethkrommes.com · illustrator,
wood engraver, painter.
Jamie Lawrence · flickandfriends.com.
Janice Levy · janicelevy.com.

Jean Alicia Elster · jeanaliciaelster.com.

Jackie Marchant · jackiemarchant.co.uk.

Annie Fox · author/educator/online advisor for
tweens/teens/parents · redesigned site · anniefox.
com.

A.C. McCall · author, illustrator, content editor ·
acmccall.com.

Robin Garland · fiction author, book designer and
cover designer redesigned websites · robingarland.
com and robingarlandmedia.com.

Donna Marie Merritt · DonnaMarieBooks.com ·
fiction/ nonfiction books, magazine stories, and
poetry.
Jen Nails · jennails.com.

Jacqueline Dembar Greene · jdgbooks.com.

Terri New · Audio CDs · Alice, I Feel So Me Now! · 3
CDs · The Script CD · Rehearsal CD · Performance
CD · Original music for productions. Order CDs
& download the script at: inciteproductions.
com; Trailer Overview: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TClDUFGESCQ.

Carrie Hartman · carriehartman.com.

Trip Park · illustrator · trippark.blogspot.com.

Christina Rodriguez

Jason Paulhamus · illustrator · redesigned site ·
jasonpaulhamus.com.
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Susanna Reich · added discussion/activities
guide for the book · Painting the Wild Frontier: The
Art and Adventures of George Catlin to her website
susannareich.com.
Lori Ries · author · young fiction · LoriRies.net · full
book reviews- school visits information · Punk Wig
book trailer.

Lisa Downey · illustrator · picture book · Blackberry
Banquet · written by Terry Pierce (Sylvan Dell
Publishing, May 2008).

Wendy Wax · wendywax.com · Wendy’s children’s
books and collage illustrations.

Kathleen Benner Duble · three new books 2008:
two middle grades: Bravo Zulu Samantha (Peachtree
Press); Quest (Margaret K. McElderry); picture book:
The Story of the Samson (Charlesbridge Publishing).

Allison Whittenberg · allisonwhittenberg.com.
Jean Ann Williams · blog: Jean Ann Williams,
Writer: A Storyteller’s View on Books, Writing, & Life ·
jeanannwilliams.blogspot.com.

Edward Einhorn · A Very Improbable Story
(Charlesbridge, February 2008).

Judy Young · judyyoungpoetry.com.

Jean Alicia Elster · middle-grade novel · Who’s Jim
Hines? (Wayne State University Press, August 2008).

BOOKS

Jill Esbaum · picture book · To the Big Top ·
illustrator · David Gordon (Farrer, Strauss &
Giroux, May 2008).

Bonnie Adamson · llustrated two books · “I Wish”
series (Raven Tree Press, 2008): I Wish I Was Tall like
Willie / Quisiera ser tan alto como Willie (Summer
BookSense list); I Wish I Was Strong like Manuel /
Quisiera ser fuerte como Manuel; contributed spot
illustrations for another series (Raven Tree, Spring
2008): Postcards from Washington, D.C. / Postales
desde Washington, D.C.; Postcards from New York City
/ Postales desde New York City; Postcards from Chicago
/ Postales desde Chicago.
Cristopher Bartholomew · The Hebredene Journals ~
The Highly Improbable Adventures of the Bartholomew
Brothers and Their Sister, Beth · Book One: Tales from
the Villa (Erhart & Flint, LLC, August 29, 2008).
Patricia Bernard · Sydney, Australia member · two
YA mysteries · The Mask set in Venice and Stegosaur
Stone set in deserts of Australia both published in
Germany, Belgium, and The Netherlands.
Jen Bryant · picture book biography · A River
of Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams
(Eerdmans, 2008) · illustrator · Melissa Sweet.
Royce Buckingham · two middle-grade novels:
Goblins! (Putnam, September 2008); Damliche
Damonen (Penhaligon-Random House Germany,
August 2008).
Diana Childress · three books (Twenty-First
Century Books, 2008): biography · Barefoot
Conquistador: Cabeza de Vaca and the Struggle for
Native American Rights · first European explorer to
write an account of crossing the North American
continent · Johannes Gutenberg and the Printing
Press · Pivotal Moments in History series · Augusto
Pinochet’s Chile · Dictatorship Series.
Ann Dixon · author · picture book · When Posey
Peeked at Christmas (Albert Whitman, September
2008) · illustrator Anne Kennedy.

Kathleen Reitz

David Volk · co-author: Mystery of the Round Rocks
· sdkidsbook.com and Draftee: A High School Teacher
Goes to War · drafteegoestowar.com.

Annie Fox · YA nonfiction (also part graphic novel
illustrated by Matt Kindt) Be Confident in Who You
Are · Book 1 of Middle School Confidential™ series
(Free Spirit Publishing, 2008).
Paris Gibson · story “ The Stew that Fed the World”
· in anthology · A World of Stories (September
8, 2008) published in conjunction with World
Literacy Day.
Jacqueline Dembar Greene · Nathan’s Hanukkah
Bargain (Pelican Publishers, 2008) illustrated by
Judith Hierstein.
Maggie Grinnell · picture book · The Ketchup Bottle
and the Takeover (Living Waters Publishing, 2008).
Amelia Hansen · illustrator · picture book · It’s
Raining Cats — and Cats! · written by Jeanne Prevost
(The Gryphon Press, 2008) humorously addresses
the importance of neutering pets.
Lizabeth Hardman · three titles from Lucent Books
· Growth Disorders (June 2007) · Sickle Cell Disease
(December 2007) · Mood Disorders (May 2008).
Ann Herrick · The Chocolate Day (2008) designated as
Recommended Reading · Learning Games, Exploring
the Senses through Play by award-winning author
Jackie Silberg, Kathy Ferrell · teaching language
skills · also in “Food Pyramid KidPix 3 -2nd GradeLesson” · teaching importance of food groups.
Betty Hicks · first three books · Gym Shorts (Roaring
Brook Press) sports fiction series for young
readers (ages 7 to 10): Basketball Bats (April 2008);
Goof-Off Goalie (June 2008); Swimming with Sharks
(September 2008).
Jay Holt · picture book · Tommy the Tomato
(November 2007).
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Doug Keith · illustrator · wordless picture book ·
The Bored Book · author David Slater (Simply Read
Books, Vancouver, Canada).

Terry Pierce · picture book · Blackberry Banquet
(Sylvan Dell Publishing, July 2008) illustrated by
Lisa Downey.

Jamie Lawrence · three follow-up titles (to first
book) series and three activity books (Penguin
Books Australia/New Zealand): Flick the Little Fire
Engine (August 2007); Flick and Friends – The Big
Storm (June 2008); Flick and Friends – Colouring in
Book (August 2008); Flick and Friends – Dot to Dot
Book (August 2008); Flick and Friends – Activity Book
(August 2008); Flick and Friends – The Exploding Paint
Factory (November 2008); Flick and Friends – The
Bushfire (March 2009).

Margi Preus · picture book · The Peace Bell
(Henry Holt, October 2008) illustrated by Hideko
Takahashi.

Nancy Smiler Levinson · easy-to-read nonfiction
· Rain Forests · illustrated by Diane Dawson Hearn
(Holiday House, spring 2008).

Kaela Parkhouse

Brian Lux · middle-grade novel · Court of Foxes
(Discovered Authors, July 2008) Wales Regional
Winner, national novel competition organized by
publisher.
Elsa Marston · Santa Claus in Baghdad and Other
Stories about Teens in the Arab World (Indiana
University Press, 2008) new expanded edition of
her earlier book · Figs and Fate (Braziller) · film
made based on story · “Santa Claus in Baghdad”
premiered summer 2008.
Carla Killough McClafferty · RA Arkansas · In
Defiance of Hitler: The Secret Mission of Varian Fry
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, September 2, 2008).
Laura Krauss Melmed · picture book · Hurry,
Hurry, Have You Heard? (Chronicle, November 2008)
illustrator Jane Dyer.
Peggy Mercer · There Come a Soldier (Handprint
Books/Chronicle, 2007) illustrated by Ron Mazellan
· awarded 2008 Literary Award · Center Point,
Texas American Legion and nominated Georgia
Author of the Year by Atlanta, Georgia Writer’s
Association.
Katherine Pebley O’Neal · second book series ·
four picture books · The Loud Family; The Messy
Family; The Silly Family and Grandpa Grumpy’s Family
(Zonderkidz, HarperCollins, May 2008) · illustrator
Laura Huliska-Beith.
Kate Salley Palmer · author/illustrator · Almost
Invisible – Black Patriots of the American Revolution
· 3rd picture book in American Revolution series
(Warbranch Press, August, 2008).
Viola Palmer · second middle-grade novel · The
Daughter of No One (Hannibal Books, July 2008).
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Robin Pulver · picture book · Silent Letters Loud and
Clear · illustrated by Lynn Rowe Reed (Holiday
House, September 2008).
Susanna Reich · middle-grade biography · Painting
the Wild Frontier: The Art and Adventures of George
Catlin (Clarion, August 2008) starred reviews Kirkus,
Booklist, School Library Journal · featured in Book
Links (September 2008).
Lori Ries · two picture books · Punk Wig · (Boyds
Mills Press, February 2008) illustrated by Erin Eitter
Kono · humorous story with serious undertones
opens communication with children when
someone they love is dealing with cancer and
chemotherapy · Fix It, Sam (Charlesbridge, 2007)
illustrated by Sue Rama · Bank Street College of
Education’s Bests Books of the Year/The Friends
Medallion 2007 Special Award.
Afton Rorvik · Palace of Ice: The True Story of
Leadville’s Ice Palace (Filter Press Publishing, 2008)
paperback.
Kerrily Sapet · three middle-grade biographies
from Morgan Reynolds Publishing · 2008: Political
Profiles: Barack Obama; Political Profiles: Al Gore;
Xtreme Athletes: Michael Phelps.
Nancy Shaw · picture book · Sheep Blast Off!
(Houghton Mifflin, June 2008), illustrator Margot
Apple.
Suzanne Slade · ten nonfiction books: Fencing for
Fun! (Compass Point Books, fall 2008); From Puppy
to Dog; From Tadpole to Frog; From Caterpillar to
Butterfly (Picture Window Books, fall 2008); last 6
books under pen name “Suzanne Buckingham.”
Meet the Peacock; Meet the Iguana; Meet the Crocodile;
Meet the Bearded Dragon; Meet the Beaver; Meet the
Ring-Tailed Lemur (PowerKids Press, September
2008).
Ruth Spiro · picture book · Lester Fizz, Bubble-Gum
Artist (Dutton Children’s Books, August 2008)
illustrated by Thor Wickstrom.
Debbie Spring · middle-grade novel · Breathing
Soccer (Thistledown Press, March 2008).

Ronica Stromberg · first picture book · The Timefor-Bed Angel (Lion-Hudson, published in the U.K.
and overseas, February 2008) published U.S.,
September 2008) a bedtime story.
Nicole Tadgell · illustrator · fourteenth published
book · picture book · No Mush Today (Lee and Low
Books, September 2008) written by Sally Derby.

Jen Nails · middle-grade novel · Next to Mexico
(Houghton Mifflin, August 2008).
Manya Tessler · author/illustrator · picture book ·
Yuki’s Ride Home (Bloomsbury, January 2008).
Mark Thomason · Australian member · middlegrade novel · Moonrunner (Scholastic Australia,
August 1, 2008).

Gabrielle Wang · The Lion Drummer · illustrated by
Andrew McLean (Penguin Books, Australia, 2008).
Jenni W. Tierney · author/illustrator · picture
book · Once upon a Rainbow (Honeysuckle Press,
2007) winner 2007 IPPY and Children’s Moonbeam
Awards.

Reva Solomon is a published writer and creative life coach, working
with all creative types to dream big, reach for the stars, and make
things happen. Visit her website: scribewizards.com & blog:
scribewizards.blogspot.com.

Wendy Wax · picture books: City Witch, Country
Switch (Marshall Cavendish, fall 2008); cowrote with Nomi Wax: Even Firefighters Go to
the Potty (Little Simon, fall 2008); Arlo Makes a
Friend (Sterling, fall 2008); early reader: Otis C.
Mouse: Egypt · Phonics Comics series, Level 2
(InnovativeKids, fall 2008).
Kat McDonough

Allison Whittenberg · first YA novel · Life Is Fine
(Delacorte/ Random House, 2008).
Susan Rottman Wickberg · Hey Mr. Choo-choo,
Where Are You Going? (Putnam, April 2008).

FIRST-TIME PUBLICATIONS
Ted M. Dunagan · YA novel · A Yellow Watermelon
(New South Books, January 2008).
Jennifer Sy Heger · picture book with read-a-long
CD · I’m Nocturnal. How About You? (Windstorm
Creative, 2008) illustrated by Christine Sykes.
Katherine L. House · Lighthouses for Kids (Chicago
Review Press, March 2008) nonfiction · history and
science of lighthouses featuring 21 activities.
Nancy L. Hull · YA novel · On Rough Seas (Clarion
Books, March 2008).
JD Lester · picture book · Mommy Calls Me
Monkeypants (Robin Corey Books/Random House,
January 2009) illustrated by Hiroe Nakata.
Janice Levy · The Runaway Radish/El Rabano Que
Escapo’ (Raven Tree Press, 2008).
C.K. Kelly Martin · YA novel · I Know It’s Over
(Random House, September 2008).
John McGranaghan · picture book · Saturn for
My Birthday (Sylvan Dell Publishers, July 1, 2008)
illustrated by Wendy Edelson.

Send your good news!
Please submit news items (in the format used in column – no press
releases) during designated periods by the first of the month as listed
below. We print PUBLISHED information only – NOT sales; only members moving from Associate to Full Member may submit news prior to
publication date. Reminder: Please send good news about publications
FOR CHILDREN only!
Due to space limitations, we can no longer list print-on-demand
or self-published books in the People Section unless they meet the
SCBWI criteria for Full Member qualifications, which are sales of at
least 1,000 copies.
Issue
Jan/Feb
Mar/April
May/June
July/Aug
Sept/Oct
Nov/Dec

Submit by
Nov 1
Jan 1
Mar 1
May 1
July 1
Sept 1

Category
Magazines & Awards
Books & Sites/CDs
Magazines & Awards
Books & Sites/CDs
Magazines & Awards
Books & Sites/CDs

Send your “People” news in the body of your email to people@scbwi.org
(NO ATTACHMENTS).
Snail Mail: Reva Solomon, People Editor,
1330 N. Gardner Street, #302, Los Angeles, CA 90046.
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regional
events
December 2008-March 2009
Edited by Rebecca Gold

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA (LONG BEACH/ORANGE COUNTY/RIVERSIDE/

December 8: SCBWI Arizona at the Arizona Reading
Association 2008 Conference. Renaissance Glendale
Hotel and Spa, Glendale.

SAN BERNARDINO)

Contact Michelle Parker-Rock at rascbwiaz@aol.com or visit
www.scbwi-az.org for details.

March 27 – 29: Spring Writer’s Retreat. South Coast
Winery Resort & Spa, Temecula. Guests include
Susan Chang Senior Editor at Tor Books, Alexandra
Cooper, Editor at Simon & Schuster Books for
Young Readers, Emily Mitchell Senior Editor at
Charlesbridge Trade Division, and more TBA.
Faculty-led workshops on character development,
voice and plot. Author-led workshops for
picture books, middle grade and young adult.
Accommodations include a stay in a beautiful
Villa located on the gorgeous vineyard grounds.
Visit www.scbwisocal.org or email Francesca Rusackas at
zfrancesca@aol.com for further details. Registration begins
November 1.

CALIFORNIA (SAN DIEGO)
Monthly meetings feature a speaker on writing/
illustrating. All meetings are held at the University
of San Diego, Hahn School of Nursing from 2:004:30pm.

Dan Walsh

Contact Janice Yuwiler ra-sd@sandiego-scbwi.org or visit
www.sandiego-scbwi.org for details.
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December 13: Lessons Learned and Holiday Book Sale
featuring published authors and illustrators from
the San Diego Chapter of SCBWI.
January 10: Creating and Making the Most of Your
Website. Roxyanne Young, Author and Editorial
Director of SmartWriters.com.
February: No meeting due to Conference
March 14: Actions/Reactions: Revealing Your
Characters. Beth Brust, Author and Writing
Instructor.
February 7: Annual One-Day Conference. University
of San Diego, 9:00am to 5:00pm. Featuring author
Bruce Coville, editor Allyn Johnston and illustrator
Marla Frazee among others. Written critiques,
review of illustrator portfolios, first pages,
illustrator gallery, pre-conference for those new to
the field and lunch included.
Contact Janice Yuwiler ra-sd@sandiego-scbwi.org or visit
www.sandiego-scbwi.org for details.

CALIFORNIA (SAN FRANCISCO EAST/NORTH BAY)
February 6 – 8: Writers and Illustrators Retreat.
Zen Center’s Green Gulch Farm, 3:00pm Friday to
12:00pm Sunday. No programs, no speakers. Time
to write or illustrate at the SF Zen Center’s Green
Gulch Farm, north of the Golden Gate Bridge. Cost:
$275 if you register by November 1, 2008. Includes
vegetarian meals, single rooms. Optional Thursday
night, February 5 (add $100).
Contact Margaret Speaker Yuan at books4women@yahoo.
com for more information or visit www.scbwinorthca.org

CALIFORNIA (SAN FRANCISCO SOUTH)
December 12: Second Saturday Series. Redwood
City Library. This is a three-hour meeting with a
speaker presentation.

CALIFORNIA (VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA COUNTY)
December 13: Writing Workshop: “Book Promotion.”
St. Maximilian Kolbe Catholic Church, Westlake
Village from 9:00am – 4:30pm. Bella Stander,
proprietor of BOOK PROMOTION 101, offers advice
on building a career in publishing and the “musthaves” for promoting your books. For published
members or members holding a children’s book
contract. Fee: $60.
Contact Val Hobbs at valhobbs@cox.net or visit www.
scbwisocal.org for details.

January 16-18: Retreat: “Picture Books – Words and
Pictures in the Balance.” Old Mission, Santa Barbara.
Shape your picture book work-in-progress in
small, editor-led groups. With Lisa Graff, assoc.
editor, Farrar, Straus & Giroux; Kathy Landwher, VP
and assoc. publisher, Peachtree Publishers; Marcia
Leonard, editor, Clarion Books; and Ruta Rimas,
asst. editor, Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins and
poet Joan Bransfield Graham. Cost: $395 double
room / $435 single room / $295 commuters. Meals
included. SCBWI members only.
Contact Alexis at AlexisInCA@aol.com or call 805-581-1906
or visit www.scbwisocal.org for details on all events.

February 21: Workshop: “Writer’s Workout!” San
Luis Obispo Art Center, San Luis Obispo. 9:00am
– 12:30pm. Instructor: Val Hobbs. $40 members;
$50 nonmembers.
Contact Sidonie Wiedenkeller at doniew@aol.com. For
further information go to www.scbwisocal.org.

HAWAII
March 7: Annual Conference. Ala Moana Hotel,
Honolulu, 9:00am to 3:30pm. Speakers include
Sarah Cloots (editor) and Victoria Jamieson (art
director), both from Greenwillow, and Margaret

Linda Finley

Contact Evelyn Sherry at eksges@aol.com or visit www.
scbwisf.org for details.

South, story consultant. Manuscript/portfolio
critiques available.
Contact Lynne Wikoff at lwikoff@lava.net or visit our
website www.geocities.com/scbwihawaii/ for further
information.

ILLINOIS
January 24: The Other Side of the Counter: How
a Book Seller and a Book Rep View Your Books.
Mayslake Peabody Estate, 1717 31st Street, Oak
Brook, 9:30am to 12:00pm. Speakers: Jan Dundon
of Anderson’s Bookshop and Don Sturtz of Fuji
Associates.
For more information, contact Sara Shacter at: sfshacter@
gmail.com or visit our website www.scbwi-illinois.org.

February 27 – March 1: Darcy Pattison Weekend
Novel Retreat. Senator’s Inn, Savoy, IL (Close to
Champaign-Urbana). For 20 children’s writers with
completed drafts of a YA or middle-grade novel.
Contact Sara Latta at saralatta@sbcglobal.net for details.

INLAND EMPIRE (Washington/Northern Idaho)
December 6: Mini-Workshop. Westminster
Congregational Church, Spokane. 10:00am to
1:00pm. Speaker is Linda Juergenson on “Dramatic
Dialogue.” Linda is a playwright who will show
us how strong dialogue can advance plot and
character. Admission is $5 for members and $10
for guests. Parking is free.
Contact Deby Fredericks at debyf@dc4pc.net or visit www.
scbwiwaid.org/index.htm for details.
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events
MOSCOW
December 13, January 17, February 7, March 17:
Critique Group Meeting.
Open to members and nonmembers, writers and
illustrators. Meetings are in English. Bring up to
1,500 words of your current work-in-progress
(manuscript or portfolio) to share for critique.

March 10: Tuesday Professional Series: “Agents Panel.”
Speakers: Linda Pratt, Sheldon Fogelman Agency;
Maya Rock, Writers House; Mela Bolinao, MB
Artists, Inc.

Please contact Amy Thomas at writeinmoscow@gmail.com
or visit http://scbwimoscow.blogspot.com for location and
details.

All meetings are held at the Anthroposophical Society,
138 West 15th Street, New York , 7-9pm. $15 for SCBWI
members. $20 for nonmembers. Payment is accepted at
the door; however, we are limited to the first 80 people.
For more information, visit http://home.nyc.rr.com/
scbwimetrony/, e-mail scbwi_metrony@yahoo.com, or call
(212) 545-3719.

NEW ENGLAND

NEW YORK (WEST/CENTRAL UPSTATE)

March 27 – 29: Writer’s Retreat at Whispering
Pines. Alton Jones Campus. West Greenwich, RI.
With author Ellen Wittlinger; Author/Illustrator
Maryann Cocca-Leffle; Editors Sarah Shumway
from Dutton Books for Children and Jennifer Rees
from Scholastic.

January 10: New Year’s Resolutions Conference. Christ
Community United Methodist Church, Syracuse.
Annual Conference featuring E. M. Crane, author;
Molly O’Neill, HarperCollins editor; Illustrator TBA.

Contact Lynda Mullaly Hunt at GLKKHunt@aol.com or visit
www.nescbwi.org for more information.

NEW YORK (METRO)
December 9: Tuesday Professional Series: “What
Makes a Caldecott?” Speaker: Judy Zuckerman,
Brooklyn Public Library.
January 13: Tuesday Professional Series: “Putting All
the Pieces Together: How Children’s Books Are Designed
and Art Directed.” Speaker: Rachel Cole, senior
designer, Schwartz & Wade Books.
February 10: Tuesday Professional Series: “Insights
from an Editor.” Speaker: Molly O’Neill, asst. editor,
The Bowen Press/HarperCollins

For more information, contact Amy Emm at cnyscbwi@
yahoo.com or visit www.cnyscbwi.org.

OKLAHOMA
March 28: Spring Conference in Tulsa. Speakers
include editors Gretchen Hirsch, HarperCollins;
Abigail Samoun, Ten Speed; Mary Kate Castellani,
Walker; Elana Roth, Carmen Johnson Literary
Agency; Gail R. Gross, the business end of writing,
art director TBA.
Contact Anna Myers at amyers_author@yahoo.com or visit
our website www.scbwiok.org for more information.

PHILIPPINES
December 8: Booktalk & Group Critiques. Makati.
6:00pm - 9:00pm. Open to members and nonmembers. Bring any children’s or young adult
book that you can share and discuss, or bring
a work-in-progress. A round-table discussion
follows.
Contact Beaulah Taguiwalo at beaulah.taguiwalo@yahoo.
com or visit http://scbwiphilasia.wordpress.com for details
on all events.

SOUTH AFRICA
December 6: End-of-Year Season’s Greetings Book
Party. A venue to show your recent publications or
work-in-progress. Cost: R25.00
Contact Marjorie van Heerden at scbwi.za@gmail.com or
visit www.scbwi.za.org for details on all events.

SOUTHERN BREEZE (AL / GA / MS)

Chris Hellman

February 27– March 1: Springmingle ’09 - “From
Muse to Market.” Marriott Atlanta Century Center,
Atlanta, GA. Hear keynote speaker, Kathleen
Duey, author of more than 70 books for children
and a 2007 National Book Award finalist. We’ll
also fly in editors from NY including Caitlyn M.
Dlouhy, editorial director of Atheneum Books;
Mary Kate Castellani, assistant editor for Walker
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Books; Abigail Samoun, project editor for Tricycle
Press - Samoun’s expertise spans both the writing
and illustration sides of book production. And
don’t miss public relations/marketing guru Shelli
Johannes-Wells. Join us in a gorgeous new venue
for a weekend of inspiration and insight!

publisher’s

corner

(Information collected during August and September 2008)

By Connie C. Epstein

Contact: Robyn Hood Black at writeandrewrite@yahoo.com
or visit www.southern-breeze.org for details.

January 28: Monthly Meeting: “Story Illustration.”
College Station Barnes & Noble, 10:00am. Informal
meeting with discussion led by a facilitator. Open
critique time follows.
Contact Liz Mertz at lizbmertz@gmail.com or visit www.
scbwi-brazosvalley.org for details.

TEXAS (HOUSTON)
December 1: Monthly Meeting: “Holiday Celebration.”
February 21: Editors Day. With five editors
representing Simon & Schuster, Egmont USA,
Sleeping Bear Press, and Golden Books/Random
House. A unique opportunity for writers and
illustrators to have access to these publishing
houses.
For info and registration, contact Vicki Sansum at
vsansum@earthlink.net or visit www.scbwi-houston.org.

WASHINGTON (WESTERN WASHINGTON)
Professional Series Meetings are held monthly at
Seattle Pacific University, Demaray 150. Doors
open at 6:45pm. Program begins 7:00pm.
Contact Janice M. Yuwiler at ra-sd@sandiego-scbwi.org or
visit our website: www.scbwi-washington.org for more
information.

December 10: Professional Series Meeting and Annual
Holiday Party. Followed by an inspirational talk by
Portland author Laini Taylor on “Completing and
Revising Your Novel.”
January 14: The Great Critique-Meet. Manuscripts
and art to be reviewed must be submitted prior to
meeting. Look for submission instructions in the
Chinook or at www.scbwi-washington.org.
February 11: Mini Session on “Podcasts & Social
Networking: The Future Is Now” With Tony Dirksen.
Followed by the main program of “Be Wise, Revise”
with Bonny Becker.
March 11: Mini-Session on “R.a.d.-ical Authenticity in
Fiction” with Pam Withers. Followed by the main
program of “The Illustrator’s Toolbox” with Elsa
Warnick.
Contact Janice M. Yuwiler at ra-sd@sandiego-scbwi.org or
visit our website: www.scbwi-washington.org for details on
all events.
Contact Rebecca Gold for all regional events updates at
Rebecca@FamiliaGold.com.

Beachlane Books is the name of the imprint that Allyn Johnson,
previously editor-in-chief of Harcourt Children’s Books, is launching in San
Diego with Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing.  (See May-June 2008
Bulletin.) Johnson’s title is vice president/publisher, and Andrea Welch,
who worked with Johnson at Harcourt for eight years, has been named
editor. The first list with the new imprint name is scheduled for the
summer of 2009, and the plan is to publish 20 titles annually. The focus
will be on picture books and middle-grade fiction, and the submission
policy will limit acceptance of unsolicited manuscripts to staff conference
appearances. The address is: Beachlane Books, 5666 La Jolla Boulevard,
#154, La Jolla, CA 92037.
j

j

j

Andrew Karre, acquiring editor with the Llewellyn Worldwide imprint
Flux for the past three years, has been named editorial director of
Carolrhoda Books in the Lerner Publishing Group, effective October 1.
He is based in Lerner’s home Minneapolis office and says that he will be
pleased to hear from authors, colleagues, and friends that he has worked
with in the past. Also, Karre wants those interested to know that the Flux
program is being continued and that Llewellyn is currently looking for a
successor to head it.
In addition, Carol Burrell was promoted from senior editor to editorial
director of the Carolrhoda Graphic Universe imprint on October 1. She
is staying on in the company’s New York office (see the July-August 2008
Bulletin), where she publishes the graphic book list that includes both
fiction and unique nonfiction along with educational titles.

Christina Rodriguez

TEXAS (BRAZOS VALLEY)
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Emily Hazel, with Manhattan-based Lee & Low Books for over
a year, was promoted from editorial assistant to assistant editor
last August. Recently she was in touch to provide information
on unsolicited submissions of interest to the staff. The focus of
the general list is on picture books for ages 5 to 12 concerning
children/people of color in the genres of fiction, both realistic
and historical, poetry, and nonfiction. In particular, Hazel says
that she is on the watch for poetry collections, either thematic
or narrative, and contemporary urban stories. Manuscripts
should be addressed to her and marked “Poetry” or “Fiction.”
Jennifer Fox, senior editor, is also open to unsolicited work,
specifically in the categories of contemporary nonfiction and
multicultural photo essays. Topics mentioned include human
rights, the environment, and outstanding young people. Her
manuscript address should begin with the line “Jennifer Fox/
Nonfiction.”
Before making submissions, writers are advised to check the
publisher’s complete guidelines posted on leeandlow.com. Since
the policy is to respond (within six months) only if the project is
of interest, SASE should not be enclosed. The company address
is: Lee & Low Books, 95 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
j

j

Harriet McGuire, on the Children’s Africana Book Awards
Committee, has sent word that nominations sent by publishers
only are now being considered for the 2009 competition. These
awards, created in 1991, are presented in two categories:
Young Children and Older Readers. To be eligible, books should
be suitable for children between the ages of 4 to 18, have a
2008 copyright, and content should primarily concern Africa.
Winners will receive their awards during the annual African
Studies Association conference to be held in New Orleans from
November 17 to 23, 2009. A copy of the book must be sent to
each of the seven committee members, and the deadline is
February 28. Addresses are listed on www.AfricaAccessReview.
org under Book Awards along with further information. Also
McGuire is available to answer questions by phone at 703-5498208 or by email at harrietmcguire@earthlink.net.
j

j
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j

j

Arriving on August 25, Jill Davis has taken the position of
executive editor on the children’s book staff of Farrar, Straus
& Giroux. Previously Davis served as executive editor with
Bloomsbury Children’s Books for two and a half years, and
earlier worked with both Viking and Knopf and Crown. Asked
about her editorial interests, Davis says that she is open to all
ages and genres, including picture books, middle-grade and YA
novels, and also nonfiction. As for submissions, the policy of the
department is to read all unsolicited manuscripts with advance
query letters requested for projects that are longer than 20
pages.
j

j

j

The submission period for the 2009 Scott O’Dell Award, open
to a 2008 distinguished work of historical fiction, will be closing
shortly at the end of the year.  Eligible are stories with a South,
Central, or North American setting, written by a U.S. citizen,
and published by a U.S. company. A copy of the book should be

j

Since the last report on the Cricket Magazine Group (see
March-April 2007 Bulletin), there have been some changes
in the submission policies of its eight magazines. Cicada is
temporarily closed to unsolicited work as the office is currently
in the process of deciding on its future editorial direction.
However, the other four in the bug magazine group – Babybug,
Ladybug, Spider, and Cricket – are remaining open as before. In
the science group, the three magazines Click, Ask, and Muse
do not receive unsolicited submissions, although Ask does
find previously published pieces from writers available for
assignments of interest. As for staff updates, Associate Editor
Elizabeth Preston is now in charge of Muse, and Liz Huyck has
been named editor of Ask, effective November 1. In addition,
May-May Sugihara has been promoted from associate editor
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j

Dan Walsh

j

to editor of Spider, and Jenny Gillespie is also moving from
assistant editor to associate editor in the bug magazine group.
The address is: 70 East Lake Street, Suite 300, Chicago, IL 60601

sent to each of the three committee members – Hazel Rochman,
Ann Carlson, Roger Sutton – whose addresses are posted on
the website www.scottodell.com under “The Scott O’Dell Award
for Historical Fiction” heading. In addition, the committee chair
(Hazel Rochman) should be provided with the name, phone
number, and email address of the publishing house contact. Any
further questions may be emailed to her at hazrochman@aol.com.
j

j

j

Laura Geringer, long-time senior vice president and publisher
with HarperCollins Children’s Books, announced in midsummer
that she was leaving the company on August 29. However, her
17-year-old personal imprint Laura Geringer Books will be
continuing, and she will be contributing to it independently.
The in-house contact, she says, now will be the senior editor
Jill Santopolo. Speaking shortly before her departure, Geringer
reported that her future plans include working with a project
“involving multi-platform story content” and on her own
writing career as well as with the national charity First Book.
Alyson Day, previously associate editor with the
HarperCollins Joanna Cotler Books imprint, has now joined
the staff of the general HarperCollins Children’s Books
department. In her new position, she will be reporting to
editorial director Phoebe Yeh and senior executive editor
Antonia Markiet.
Francesco Sedita has taken the position of vice president,
publisher of Grosset & Dunlap/PSS, effective September 29,
succeeding Debra Dorfman as head of both imprints. Previously
Sedita was the executive creative director at Scholastic, and he
has been on the staff of Knopf and Crown as well.
Evelyn Fazio, publisher of WestSide Books, has announced
that the company’s debut list of seven titles will be released in
the spring of 2009. As reported in the November-December 2007
Bulletin, the WestSide program will offer books for high school
teenagers only, and the plan is to publish approximately 20
titles annually by 2010. More detailed information is available
at www.westside-books.com. Unsolicited work is accepted, but
interested writers are asked to query first (preferably by email)
to find out whether the complete manuscript is wanted. The
email address is efazio@westside-books.com, and the postal
address is: Evelyn M. Fazio, WestSide Books, 60 Industrial Road,
Lodi, NJ 07644.
Stephen Roxburgh, publisher of Boyds Mills Press, was
reported to have resigned from his position in mid-September,
just as the deadline for this issue of the Bulletin arrived. Currently Kent Brown, founder of Boyds Mills, is serving as interim
publisher. In addition, the Asheville, North Carolina, office of
Front Street, the company launched by Roxburgh in 1994 and
acquired by Boyds Mills in 2004, is closing. However, Brown is
expecting the Front Street imprint to continue. Further detail
will be provided as it becomes available.

Kirk Shiflett

PUBLISHING NEWS

ADDRESS INFORMATION
The moving date for Roaring Brook Press took place a month
earlier than expected – on August 1 instead of September 1 as
reported in the previous September Bulletin. Again the address
is: Roaring Brook Press, 175 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor, New York,
NY 10010.
Also First Second, the associate imprint of Roaring Brook,
already based at 175 Fifth Avenue, is moving to the 7th Floor as well.
j

j

j

CLARIFICATION
The total royalty that E & E Publishing pays on a published
book is 10% of the list price, all of which the single author of
an adult nonfiction book (on writing for children) receives.
(See September-October 2008 Bulletin.) If there is an illustrator
as well as an author, as in a children’s picture book, then the
royalty is divided, and each receives 5%.
j

j

j

CORRECTION
Ruta Rimas is the correct spelling of the editorial assistant’s
name on the staff of Balzer & Bray reported in both the
previous July-August and September-October Bulletins.
Connie C. Epstein researches, compiles and writes Publisher’s Corner for the SCBWI.
She can be contacted at connieepstein@scbwi.org.
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To Market
Whatcha reading? Glad to see that you’re
reading the SCBWI Bulletin, which has
lots of specific news you can use about
the editorial and business sides of publishing for children and teens. Many of
the SCBWI regional chapters also have
newsletters, so you may want to consider
subscribing there as well, if there is one
in your area.
If you’d like to read further to learn
more about other parts of the industry, it’s helpful to know about the trade
and specialty media that cover various
aspects of the field. Here are sites worth
visiting and e-newsletters to consider
signing up for.

American Libraries Direct
This is the e-newsletter of the American
Library Association. It’s emailed once a
week and gives local, national and international news about libraries and library
information science and technology. It
includes American Library Association
press releases and other news from ALA
divisions and offices. Individuals will find
registration information at
www.ala.org/alonline.  

Book2Book
This daily e-newsletter from the UK provides links to articles and international
news about the book industry. Recent
issues have included stories about new
technologies, trends in graphic novels,
mergers and acquisitions and “the most
left-behind books in a chain of travel
lodge hotels in the UK.” Information is at:
www.book2book.com.

Cynsations
Author Cynthia Leitech Smith’s popular
blog features interviews with authors,
illustrators and industry professionals
as well as reading recommendations,
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publishing information, literacy advocacy, writer resources, and news about
children’s and young adult literature.
Subscribe at:
http://cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com.

Publishers Lunch
This daily e-newsletter is available in a
free version, and it provides information on deal news and happenings in the
publishing industry. Each report includes
original articles as well as stories from
all over the Web and from print media of
interest to the professional trade book
community. It also includes personnel
news and deal announcements. There’s
also a more in-depth, paid version of the
service, PublishersMarketplace.com. It
includes the longer e-newsletter, Publishers Lunch Deluxe, along with access to
proprietary site resources and databases.
To find out more, visit
http://www.publishersmarketplace.com/
lunch/subscribe.html.

PW Children’s Bookshelf
This is a free weekly email newsletter
from Publishers Weekly, which contains
news about children’s and teen books
and publishing and is a good place to go
to learn more about the business.
To see a sample issue, go to
www.publishersweekly.com/bookshelf and
click on the most recent date. To register
for the newsletter, go to
www.publishersweekly.com/register.

Read Roger
Roger Sutton is the editor-in-chief of The
Horn Book review journal. His blog,
www.hbook.com/blog, gives his insights on
the children’s publishing business and
provides “frequently contentious” discussions of issues facing children’s book
publishing today.  

Chris Hellman

W
By Su san Sa l z man R aab

School Library Journal Online
The site, www.schoollibraryjournal.com/
blogs.html, includes a number of blogs
including “A Fuse #8 Production” by Elizabeth Bird, children’s librarian at New York
Public Library, and “Nonfiction Matters”
by Marc Aronson, who is an author, editor
and publisher.

Shelf Awareness
This free email newsletter focuses on the
business of bookselling. Here you’ll find
news about store openings and closings,
store events, which books are getting a
lot of media attention, which have had
movie and TV deals, and are tying in with
current events. It also includes bestseller
list information and general news about
the publishing business.
www.shelf-awareness.com.
Susan Salzman Raab is the author of An Author’s
Guide to Children’s Book Promotion. She is the
marketing advisor for SCBWI, a correspondent
for Recess! Radio, the host of the University of
Connecticut’s “Teachers for a New Era” children’s
literature podcasts, and is President of Raab Associates
Inc., a marketing and public relations agency that
works with authors and publishers internationally.
An archive of her To Market columns can be found at
www.raabassociates.com. Questions can be sent to
sraab@raabassociates.com.

c o l u mn

Legally Speaking

S

By Sara R ute nb e rg

Several questions have come up recently about publishing agreements and
I wanted to take this opportunity to address them. First, I have to reiterate that
every single clause, every sentence, every
word  of a publishing agreement  must
be closely analyzed and reviewed. While
much of it may not be negotiable, it is
critical that you understand all rights,
obligations and restrictions to which you
are agreeing. Don’t just assume boilerplate language cannot be negotiated.
Speak to someone knowledgeable and
decide what is or isn’t important to you
in the long and short term.
The first question raised involves
how an author/illustrator deals with
book inventory. Some contracts contain
a clause that requires the publisher
to notify the author of the amount of

remaining inventory at certain specified
points. NEVER assume you will receive
this notice, or any other notice required
by the publisher. Be proactive and calendar in dates for you to ask them to
provide you with information that they
are required to give. Give them a time
deadline and follow up if they fail to do
so. Often, publishers don’t track these
notice requirements so it is important to
be a squeaky wheel.
A second question recently raised
by a member has to do with electronic
rights. This is a very new and complex
area in the book publishing world. While
it is very clear when rights to distribute a
traditional book have expired, how does
that work with electronic publication?
This is also applicable to the out-ofprint provision because the publisher
can technically argue (unless negotiated
otherwise) that so long as the book is ob-

tainable electronically, it will not be considered out of print. There are a number
of ways to deal with this. First, negotiate
language that specifically states that if
less than a certain number of traditionally published books are not sold within
a certain period, the book is considered
out of print. Be very specific in how this
is defined. Second, very clearly define
how electronic rights can be used and
add language stating that when the book
is out of print, it is out of print for all
purposes and all electronic publication
must stop.
To reiterate, careful negotiation of the
contract is absolutely imperative to protect your rights. We all know the feeling
of “I just want it signed” because of the
excitement in getting a publishing deal.
But that excitement can quickly turn
sour if, down the line, you realize that
because you failed to properly look at the
agreement, you got something different
than you thought you bargained for.
“Legally Speaking” is a column written by attorney
Sara Rutenberg. She welcomes questions concerning
the legal aspects of publishing. Questions submitted
cannot be answered personally; however they will be
reviewed for possible inclusion in the SCBWI Bulletin
as a question to be answered in this column. Send your
questions via mail to the SCBWI Executive Office, 8271
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048 or via email to
scbwi@scbwi.org.

Dan Walsh

Careful
negotiation of
the contract
is absolutely
imperative
to protect
your rights.

This column is a general guide to understanding basic
legal issues without reference to specific state laws,
and is based only upon the facts provided. Neither the
accuracy nor completeness of the advice is guaranteed.
It does not constitute the advice or comment, nor reflect
the view of the SCBWI. There is no attorney-client
relationship between the columnist and any individual
asking a question. The SCBWI and Sara Rutenberg
expressly disclaim any and all responsibility for any
liability, loss, or risk, personal or otherwise, which may
be or is incurred as a direct or indirect result of the use
and application of any advice or comment provided
in this column. If you submit your question for a
response, you understand and agree that your question
and the answer may be posted on the SCBWI website
and/or newsletter. Sara cannot give specific advice. For
information on how to find an attorney, contact your
local bar association.
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COUNTDOWN TO THE SCBWI
WINTER CONFERENCE!
The 10th Annual SCBWI Winter Conference in New York
begins with writer and illustrator intensives on
January 30th, followed by 2 days chock-full of
agents, editors, publishers, workshops and
networking designed to rocket your writing
and illustrating to the next level.

Illustration © 2008 by Chris Gall | www.chrisgall.com

Published or pre-published,   you
can’t afford to miss this opportunity
to get the latest information on
the market from the industry
leaders of publishing for young
people. Check out the details on
page 13, and get ready to blast
off for success!
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